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Abbreviations, Symbols and Acronyms 
 

ANOVA analysis of variance 
API active pharmaceutical ingredient 
BCS Biopharmaceutics Classification System 
CD cyclodextrin 
CLS classical least squares 
CP Carbopol 
CQA critical quality attribute 
CRM confocal Raman mapping 
CV coefficient of variation 
dp particle diameter 
DMF N,N-dimethyl formamide 
DMSO dimethyl sulphoxide 
DSC differential scanning calorimetry 
ES electrostatic spinning 
EtOH ethanol 
FT-Raman Fourier-transform Raman 
FDA Food and Drug Administration (a federal agency of the USA that is 

responsible for the regulation of pharmaceutical drugs) 
FLU flubendazole 
GI gastrointestinal (tract) 
HPβCD 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin 
HPC hydroxypropyl cellusole 
HPLC high performance liquid chromatography 
HPMC hydroxypropyl methylcellusole 
M torque 
MS mass spectrometry 
n rotational speed 
n number of replications 
NMR nuclear magnetic spectroscopy 
p pressure 
PAT Process Analytical Technology 
PEG polyethylene glycol 
PEO Polyethylene oxide 
PLA poly(lactic acid) 
PVA polyvinyl alcohol 
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PVP polyvinyl pyrrolidone 
PVPVA vinylpyrrolidone/vinyl acetate copolymer 
PXRD powder X-ray diffraction 
QbD Quality by Design 
RSD relative standard deviation 
scCO2 supercritical carbon dioxide 
SD standard deviation 
SD solid dispersion 
SEM scanning electron microscopy 
SR sustained release 
T temperature 
Tg glass-transition temperature 
Tm melting temperature 
TMZ trimetazidine dihydrochloride 
TRS transmission Raman spectrometry 
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Thesis Findings 
 

1. A novel release-prolonging and at the same time gastroretentive matrix system was 
developed for drugs of short half-life. The continuously melt processed matrix 
consisted of partially cross-linked polyacrylic acid, polyethylene oxide and 
polyethylene glycol. Using this carrier, trimetazidine dihydrochloride was 
formulated by melt extrusion for the first time, by which its release was prolonged 
for more than 10 hours. By optimising matrix composition according to a simplex-
lattice design it was shown that melt processing can create synergism between the 
polymers regarding mucoadhesion [xviii, xxv]. 

2. It was proven that a rapid (< 1 min) non-invasive estimation of residual crystallinity, 
purity and glass-transition temperature is possible using transmission Raman 
spectrometry in the case of amorphous solid dispersions. (These can improve the 
bioavailability of poorly dissolving drugs.) With spironolactone being the model 
compound, correlation was found between the estimation results obtained by the 
rapid transmission Raman spectrometry and the off-line confocal Raman mapping 
technique. The achieved results prove that transmission Raman spectrometry can be 
used as a tool in process control [i]. 

3. In the case of spironolactone, a model of the compounds that partly degrade during 
melt processing, the relationship between melt extrusion process parameters and the 
degree of amorphisation as well as purity was established and statistically described 
by use of a factorial experimental design. By identifying the subspace of process 
parameters inside which full amorphisation could be reached, a 3-minute release of 
spironolactone was ensured, while in the case of the crystalline drug not more than 
60% dissolved in one hour [i]. 

4. It was proven that degradation of melt extruded spironolactone can be reduced even 
in a scaled-up process by using supercritical carbon dioxide as a reversible plasticiser. 
The canrenone content (impurity) of the formulations could be reduced by enabling 
processing this way even at a 20 °C lower temperature at a high throughput [iii, xi, 
xii]. 

5. A relationship was established between the process parameters of pharmaceutical 
supercritical-fluid extrusion (processing temperature and melt throughput) and the 
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foam structure. By optimisation very high porosity (92%) could be achieved in the 
case of spironolactone solid foams, and that was proven to have significant 
(accelerating) influence on dissolution rate. Examining the way in which chemical 
quality of the drug substance affects foam structure, cell density was found to be two 
orders of magnitude higher when prednisolone was dispersed in the amorphous 
polymer matrix instead of spironolactone (under the same conditions) [iii, xi, xii]. 

6. It was shown for the first time that dissolution enhancement of drugs can be achieved 
by electrostatic spinning of a microfibrous amorphous solid dosage form solely on 
2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin basis, without the use of any polymeric excipients. 
The resulting system was proven to potentiate one-minute drug release of 
spironolactone (>90%). The rapid drug dissolution makes the process feasible to 
produce orally disintegrating fibrous dosage forms too [ii]. 

7. High (20% and 40%) drug loads could be achieved when spironolactone was 
electrospun into fast-dissolving amorphous nanowebs of poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) 
and 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin matrix. It was proven that the presence of the 
well wettable complexing agent in the formulation is necessary to avoid the 
crystallisation of the drug in the dissolution medium after an ultrafast release [ii]. 

8. The bioavailability of the anthelminthic flubendazole was remarkably enhanced (in 
comparison with its pure crystals) in the form of an electrospun fibrous and 
completely amorphous solid formulation of poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) and 2-
hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin matrix. The thus produced flubendazole formulation 
is anticipated to be active against onchocerciasis, elephantiasis and loiasis. The 
bioavailability enhancement is based on the considerably improved dissolution. The 
release of a dose of 40 mg could be achieved within 15 minutes. Increased blood 
concentration was measured in rats in contrast to the practically non-absorbable 
crystalline flubendazole. Furthermore, a technological advantage was also realised 
owing to the easy-to-grind nature of the fibres [xxi,xxii]. 
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Új tudományos eredmények 
 

1. Olyan új mátrixrendszert fejlesztettünk rövid felezési idejű hatóanyagokhoz, amely 
egyfelől elnyújtja a hatóanyag kioldódását, másfelől gasztroretentív. A folyamatos 
üzemmódban, olvasztásos módszerrel előállított mátrixot részlegesen térhálósított 
poliakrilsav, poli(etilén-oxid) és polietilénglikol alkotta. E hordozóval elsőként 
valósítottuk meg a trimetazidin-dihidroklorid olvadékextrúziós formulálását, 
aminek köszönhetően több mint 10 órásra nyújtottuk el a vegyület kioldódását. A 
mátrixösszetételt szimplex rácsos módszerrel optimálva kimutattuk, hogy az 
olvadékos feldolgozás eredményeként a polimerek között mukoadhézió 
vonatkozásában szinergizmus érhető el  [xviii, xxv]. 

2. Bebizonyítottuk, hogy transzmissziós Raman-spektrometria alkalmazásával 
gyorsan (< 1 min alatt) és neminvazív módon becsülhető az amorf szilárd 
diszperziók maradék kristályossága, tisztasága és üvegesedési hőmérséklete. E 
rendszerek rosszul oldódó hatóanyagok biohasznosulását képesek javítani. A 
spironolaktont modellvegyületként használva korrelációt állapítottunk meg a gyors 
transzmissziós Raman-spektrometriával és az off-line konfokális Raman-
térképezéssel kapott eredmények között. Az elért eredményekkel bizonyítottuk, 
hogy a transzmissziós Raman-spektrometria folyamatszabályozás eszközeként is 
alkalmazható [i]. 

3. Az olvadékos feldolgozás közben részlegesen bomlást szenvedő vegyületeket 
modellező spironolakton esetében faktoros kísérleti terv mentén feltártuk és 
statisztikai módon leírtuk az olvadékextrúzió folyamatparamétereinek kapcsolatát 
az amorfizáció fokával, ill. a tisztasággal. Azonosítottuk a folyamatparaméterek által 
kifeszített térnek azt a részét, amelyben teljes amorfizáció érhető el. Ezáltal 
biztosítani tudtuk, hogy a spironolakton 3 perc alatt kioldódjon, míg a kristályos 
hatóanyag esetében egy óra alatt sem oldódik fel 60%-nál nagyobb mennyiség [i]. 

4. Bebizonyítottuk, hogy még léptéknövelt folyamat esetében is csökkenthető az 
olvadékextrúzióval feldolgozott spironolakton degradációja, ha szuperkritikus 
szén-dioxidot használunk reverzibilis lágyítóként. Ennek köszönhetően a 
feldolgozás még 20 °C-kal alacsonyabb hőmérsékleten is nagy termelékenységgel 
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volt végezhető, aminek következtében a készítmények kanrenontartalmát 
(szennyezettségét) csökkenteni tudtuk [iii, xi, xii]. 

5. Feltártuk az összefüggést a szuperkritikus fluidummal segített gyógyszerextrúzió 
folyamatparaméterei (a feldolgozási hőmérséklet és a termelékenység) és a 
habszerkezet között. A spironolaktonkészítmény szilárd habjai esetében igen magas 
(92%) porozitást értünk el optimalizálással, és bebizonyítottuk, hogy ennek 
kioldódásra gyakorolt (gyorsító) hatása szignifikáns. A gyógyszervegyület kémiai 
minőségének habszerkezetre gyakorolt hatását vizsgálva megállapítottuk, hogy két 
nagyságrenddel nagyobb cellasűrűség adódik, ha az amorf polimer mátrixban (a 
körülmények megtartásával) spironolakton helyett prednizolont oszlatunk el [iii, xi, 
xii]. 

6. Elsőként mutattuk ki, hogy polimer segédanyag használata nélkül, 2-hidroxipropil-
β-ciklodextrin alapú elektrosztatikus szálképzéssel is gyorsítható hatóanyagok 
kioldódása mikroszálas amorf szilárd készítmény létrehozásával. Bizonyítottuk, 
hogy a kapott rendszer lehetővé teszi a spironolakton egyperces (>90%-os) 
kioldódását. Mivel a kioldódás pillanatszerű volt, akár szájban széteső szálas 
készítményformák is előállíthatók e technológiával [ii]. 

7. Nagy (20% és 40%-os) hatóanyag-tartalmat sikerült biztosítanunk, amikor 
elektrosztatikus szálképzéssel ágyaztunk spironolaktont gyorsan oldódó amorf, 
poli(N-vinilpirrolidon) és 2-hidroxipropil-β-ciklodextrin mátrixú 
nanoszövedékekbe. Bebizonyítottuk, hogy a jól nedvesedő komplexálószer jelenléte 
a készítményben megakadályozza a rendkívül gyorsan oldatba került hatóanyag 
kikristályosodását a kioldóközegben [ii]. 

8. Jelentősen javítottuk a flubendazol féreghajtó szer biohasznosulását (a tiszta 
kristályos anyaghoz képest) azáltal, hogy teljes mértékben amorf – poli(N-
vinilpirrolidon) és 2-hidroxipropil-β-ciklodextrin mátrixú – szilárd készítménybe 
ágyaztuk elektrosztatikus szálképzéssel. Az így előállított flubendazolkészítmény 
várhatóan hatásos az onkocerkózis, az elefántkór és a loiasis kezelésében. A 
megnövekedett biohasznosulás annak köszönhető, hogy nagymértékben javítani 
tudtuk a kioldódást. Elértük, hogy 40 mg-os dózis 15 percen belül kioldódjon. 
Megnövekedett koncentrációt mértünk patkányok vérében, miközben a kristályos 
flubendazol gyakorlatilag nem szívódott fel. Ezen túlmenően jelentős technológiai 
előnyt realizáltunk a szálak könnyű őrölhetőségének biztosításával [xxi,xxii].
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1 Introduction 
 
While it is beyond any doubt that authorised pharmaceutical products on the market 

meet the strict quality requirements, the manufacturing processes in this industry cannot 
be called efficient by far. Rising costs outpaced the development of new pharmaceuticals 
and real market growth [1,2] because of various reasons. Firstly, the cost of quality is very 
high, more than 20%, because quality deviates in a broad range compared to the narrow 
approval limits [2], and in some cases the rejection rate can reach even 50% [3]. Secondly, 
asset utilisation is 30–40% [2]. As 36% of the expenses in the industry are spent on 
production [4], reduction of quality cost – without reducing quality – could result in a 
real increase in competitive advantage. 

Replacing the traditionally used batch processes with continuous technologies can 
bring notable cost-cut in research, development and manufacture. Continuous solid 
dispersion manufacturing technologies such as the melt-based extrusion and the 
solution-based electrospinning have already proved to be effective as tools of 
bioavailability enhancement [5–7]. At the same time, one must face serious limitations 
when developing a manufacturing process using these novel techniques [8]. 

The Literature Review section of this PhD thesis focuses on the achievable benefits 
and drawbacks of continuous pharmaceutical processing, with special regard to the 
manufacturing and functional advantages of melt-extruded and electrospun solid 
dispersions. The experimental research described afterwards is a step in finding solutions 
to the drawbacks and disadvantages of these techniques. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 21st-century-manufacturing in the pharmaceutical industry 

2.1.1 Need for innovation 

There are several scientific methods and principles, along which rejection rate or in 
general, the cost demand of development and production can be lowered, such as Process 
Analytical Technology (PAT) [9,10], Quality by Design (QbD) [11] and the six sigma 
concept [12]. However, owing to the urge to get new products to the market as soon as 
possible [13] and to the versatile regulations in the different countries and regions [3], 
companies tried to meet the strict regulations of the authorities by fixed manufacturing 
processes (supplemental applications were required for every manufacturing change [3]) 
and the strict testing of raw materials and end-products [14] instead of investing in the 
development of more efficient and better understood processes. The consequences were 
an inability to predict effects of scale-up on final products, a high product rejection rate, 
the root causes of which could not be analysed properly and hence the rising of costs [3]. 
What can finally dissolve the frozen-in inefficient structures is that recently European 
Medicines Agency and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the US have been 
strongly promoting innovation in manufacturing [9,15], which also appeared in the 
guidelines of the International Conference on Harmonisation [11,16,17]. Industrial 
research (e.g. of Pfizer, Novartis and GSK) did not leave these without response [18–20]. 
In the following sections the most important guidelines of innovative manufacture are 
summarised. 

 
 

2.1.2 Quality by design 

QbD is the concept that assists the industry and FDA to move toward a more 
scientific, risk-based, holistic and proactive approach in pharmaceutical development.  
The central thought of the concept is that instead of testing, the predefined quality should 
be built in into the products by properly understanding variability in raw materials, the 
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relationship between process parameters and product's critical quality attributes 
(CQAs), and the association between CQAs and a product's clinical properties. A broad 
knowledge space (describing the above mentioned relationships) helps determine the 
root causes of failures too [3]. 

The key thought of QbD in regulatory aspects is the concept of design spaces, namely 
that working within the design space is not considered to be a change. This gives more 
room for process control and optimisation during development and manufacture. The 
boundaries of these are proposed by the applicant and are subject to regulatory 
assessment and approval. Design space is the well-defined region of the knowledge space 
which has been demonstrated to provide assurance of quality [3]. 

Proper knowledge of the processes aids the establishment of a suitable risk-
assessment-based control strategy, which can include procedural and in-process 
controls, lot release testing, process monitoring, characterisation testing, comparability 
testing and stability testing [3]. Process analysis and control is the area in which QbD 
and PAT tools applied simultaneously can have notable benefits [9]. 

 
 

2.1.3 The Process Analytical Technology framework 

PAT has been defined by FDA as a system for designing, analysing and controlling 
manufacturing through timely measurements (i.e. during processing) of critical quality 
and performance attributes of raw and in-process materials and processes, with the goal 
of ensuring final product quality [9]. The framework, in which risk-based and integrated 
approaches are supported, is based on process understanding and the following tools, 
which are considered to be the basis of a modern, cost-efficient production, and which 
provides a link between monitoring and quality control [21]. 
 

Multivariate design and analysis tools. 
o Interactions among product and process variables can be detected 

using methodological experiments based on statistical principles of 
orthogonality, reference distribution, and randomisation, while 
traditional one-factor-at-a-time experiments would fail to do that. 
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Process analysis and control 
o Variability in raw material properties can cause deviation in product 

quality, especially when end points are time-defined (e.g.: blend for 
ten minutes). The deviation of quality can be reduced by monitoring 
and controlling the process using a suitable analytical technique. 

o The most advantageous approach is the application of in-line 
methods as these do not remove the sample from the process stream. 
In the case of on-line techniques, the sample is diverted from and 
after analysis returned to the process. These two sorts are preferable 
to off-line and at-line measurements, in which the sample is isolated 
from the process stream. Multivariate statistical process control 
infrastructure can reduce process data streams into a convenient 
control chart from multiple unit operations, by utilising a suitable IT 
infrastructure that aggregates real-time process data, raw material 
data, PAT data and equipment status [21]. 

o When sample preparation is needed, valuable information about the 
formulation matrix can be lost. Many analytical technologies that 
require minimal or no sample preparation provide an opportunity to 
assess multiple attributes, often non-destructively. 

 
Knowledge management 

o The deviations from the stable process state detected by monitoring 
can be acted upon utilising the process knowledge obtained from 
previous runs (supervisory process control) [21]. 

 
In a manufacturing process based on QbD and PAT, understanding of formulations 

comprises 
the identification of key parameters and effects 
a real-time and continuous measurement of selected key parameters and 
a control strategy based on the selected uni- and multivariate real-time 
measurements [21]. 
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2.2 Solid dispersions 

2.2.1 Benefits of solid dispersions 

Solid dispersions of pharmaceuticals are dispersions of one API or more APIs in an 
inert solid matrix, prepared by either a melt-based, a solvent-based or a combined 
method [22]. Solid dispersions proved to be beneficial in several respects. The solid 
matrix can physically stabilise amorphous drugs against the thermodynamically 
preferred crystallisation [23] and even liquid APIs can be formulated into solid dosage 
forms [24]. The matrix can reduce environmental stresses, and on the other hand, 
protection of the biological environment [25] and taste masking [26] are also possible. 
The most frequently exploited advantage of solid dispersions is dissolution control 
(enhancement or prolonging of dissolution, site-specific dissolution) and the 
bioavailability enhancement achievable by that [27,28]. Moreover, formation of 
spherical particles (granulation) can improve flowing properties, and hence aid further 
processing [29]. 

Examples for marketed solid dispersions are a griseofulvin/polyethyleneglycol 
dispersion by Wander, a nabilone/PVP system by Lilly, several hormone implants [30] 
and antiviral drugs. 

 
 

2.2.2 Classification of solid dispersions 

Three generations of solid dispersions can be distinguished as follows [31]: 
1st generation: eutectics with urea or sugars as carrier 
2nd generation: the matrix is amorphous, usually a polymer 
3rd generation: the matrix is a surfactant, or a mixture of polymer and 
surfactant 

 

Solid dispersions are classified as solid molecular dispersions (sometimes also: solid 
solutions) when the matrix and API molecules are present in the same (crystalline or 
amorphous) phase. If the drug is present in the matrix as a separate (amorphous or 
crystalline) phase, the system can be called a solid suspension, even if the API is partly 
molecularly dispersed [8]. The matrix can be an amorphous or crystalline solid in both 
cases. 
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Although some authors prefer calling systems with amorphous carriers glass 
suspensions and glass solutions [32], such a distinction is not made in this writing. 

 
 

2.2.3 Mucoadhesive dosage forms 

2.2.3.1 Applicability of mucoadhesive formulations 
The matrix of solid dispersions can ensure various functional properties besides 

dissolution control, e.g. bioadhesion, which can be an effective way of bioavailability 
enhancement [33] and safe administration [34]. Mucoadhesive dosage forms are able to 
stick to mucous sites in the body, and thereby their residence time is lengthened there. 
The benefits of mucoadhesive formulations have already been shown both in the 
retention of systemically acting drugs at the site of absorption and in fixing locally acting 
dosage forms to the targeted mucosae [35]. Administration can be peroral, transmucosal, 
nasal, buccal, vaginal, conjunctival, rectal and cervical [36]. 

By prolonging gastric retention, several therapeutic problems can be solved. Gastric 
emptying time of conventional dosage forms shows wide inter- and intrasubject 
variation [37]. As many drugs are absorbed mainly in the upper part of the small 
intestine, plasma levels and bioavailability can become unpredictable [38]. Other drugs 
have a narrow absorption window, and can hence be absorbed only from a specific part 
of the GI tract. This can be due to various reasons: physico-chemical factors (pH-
dependent solubility, pH-dependent stability), physiological factors (facilitated 
transport mechanism, microbial degradation) and biochemical factors (enzymatic 
degradation). Drugs that act locally in the stomach are also to be kept at this site for a 
longer period of time. Besides, APIs that disturb colonic bacteria are preferably 
formulated into gastro-retentive dosage forms too [34]. 

Regarding drug release, zero-order kinetics are considered to be ideal [39], but most 
of the times it is approximated by prolonged first-order kinetics. Controlled drug release 
mostly means gradual absorption too, which enables the reduction of administration 
times. 

Alternatives of mucoadhesive formulations (as gastroretentive dosage forms) are the 
floating dosage forms, such as microspheres [40], core pellets, capsules [41] and matrix 
tablets [42], that are expected to remain buoyant on gastric contents due to their lower 
density; furthermore swelling and expanding systems, high density systems and 
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modified shaped systems [34]. Gastric emptying depends on the structure of these (single 
or multiple unit) systems [38]. 

 
2.2.3.2 Interaction between mucosa and polymers 

Mucoadhesion is a subclass of bioadhesion, namely when adhesive bonds (weak polar 
and electrostatic interactions; hydrophilic and hydrophobic forces [35]) are established 
for a given period of time between mucosa and the macromolecules of a drug 
formulation. Mucosa is a mucus-secreting epithelium-covered layer on the inner surface 
of the gastrointestinal system and many other body parts, such as the vagina, the oral 
cavity and the nose. The secreted mucus contains about 5% dry matter, which contains 
among other things mucins. These are glycoproteins, which ensure the slippery, viscous 
character of the mucosa. 

Mucoadhesion is a complex phenomenon that includes the establishment of contact 
between the mucosa and the adhesive formulation, interdiffusion of polymer chains into 
the mucus, and the development of attractive and repulsive forces [35]. 

Mucoadhesive polymers can be classified as non-ionic, cationic and anionic, with 
non-ionic ones considered to be inferior to charged ones [35]. Besides a few natural 
compounds (chitosan, pectin, alginate and gums) synthetic macromolecules are widely 
used: cellulose derivatives (e.g. carboxymethyl cellulose, hydroxyethyl cellulose, 
hydroxypropyl cellulose, hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose and methyl cellulose) and 
polyacrylic acid and its derivatives (e.g. polycarbophils and carbomers) [35]. Some novel 
materials (called second generation mucoadhesives) can selectively adhere to a given site 
in the body, or prolong and strengthen the mucoadhesion process. A number of these 
are synthesized from existing materials by modification, such as the thiolated polymers 
(e.g. modified carbomers, chitosans and alginates). Polyethylene glycol grafted on 
polyacrylic acid, and the combination of poly(ethylene glycol-co-propylene glycol) and 
polyacrylic acid show increased mucoadhesion. Poloxamer gels allow in-situ gelation at 
the site of interest, and lectins also allow targeted attachment. Alginate blackbone 
carrying acrylated polyethylene glycol can gel and shows strong mucoadhestion at the 
same time [43,44]. 

The hydrophilic polycarbophils (Noveon®) and carbomers (Carbopols®) are 
polyacrylic acids partially crosslinked to various degrees with divinyl glycole and allyl 
sucrose, or allyl pentaerythritol, respectively. They have been studied in detail for 
application in the GI tract [45]. They exhibit excellent mucoadhesion owing to their H-
donor and -acceptor sites [46] and to the fact that they can be hydrated only to a certain 
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extent [47] because they swell instead of dissolving. (Hydration of polymers is necessary 
for relaxation and interpenetration, but overhydrating can decrease mucoadhesion 
and/or accelerate drug release.) Furthermore, it has been shown that when the dosage 
form is a combination of poly(carboxylic acid) and a non-ionic polymer, the 
mucoadhesive properties are significantly affected by the formation of hydrogen-bonded 
interpolymer complexes under acidic conditions [45]. Polyacrylic acid derivatives are 
available in a wide range of molar masses. Their gels are non-irritating, non-toxic and 
generally recognised as safe by FDA [48]. 

Mucoadhesive performance of macromolecules is determined among other things by 
molecular weight, crosslink density, degree of hydration, electric charge density, 
hydrogen-bonding capacity and environmental factors [49]. In multi-component 
systems mass fraction of the adhesive polymer in the formulation is in a strong 
correspondence with adhesion force [48]. 
 
2.2.3.3 Measurement of mucoadhesion 

Despite the spread of mucoadhesive formulations in the recent decades, there is no 
standard technique for the measurement of this property of matrices. This limits the 
comparability of results available in literature sources. A few attempts have been made 
to evaluate mucoadhesion in vivo in the oral cavity or the stomach [50]. By using excised 
mucosa, ex vivo tests are possible, but this does not give a true representation of the 
environment in the body. For example, residence times of adhesive films on ex vivo 
mucosa were found to be typically longer than in vivo measured values when the system 
was fixed on the side of a stirred vessel [51]. In vitro testing seems to be the most 
widespread. 

Possible substrates for in vitro tests are mucin and hydrogels, while ex vivo 
measurements can be carried out with animal or human mucosa [50]. The state of 
mucosa depends greatly on the history and species of the animal, but they represent in 
vivo environment naturally better. At the same time, mucin is commercially available, 
but it is only one (the main) component of the mucus. 

There have been several attempts to characterise mucoadhesion in vitro, e.g. by 
atomic force microscopy [52], rheology [53], modified Wilhelmy plate and dual 
tensiometer [54,55], ellipsometry, colloidal gold staining, zeta potential measurement, 
surface plasmon resonance, the ‘flow channel method’ and ‘falling liquid film method’ 
[50]. Visual observations can be made when formulations are fixed to a cylinder being 
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rotated in a dissolution medium [56] or to a slanted agar plate [57]. Studies are usually 
carried out at 22, 25 or 37 °C [50]. 

In the course of the most wide-spread (direct) in vitro analyses the formulation is 
detached in a defined way from a mucosal tissue or mucin while force, displacement 
and/or time are being recorded. The most characteristic value is the total work of 
adhesion, but residence time and peak force are also used for evaluation. Unfortunately, 
these values do not always correlate. For example, high bioadhesion force does not 
necessarily mean long residence time [50]. Instruments for direct in vitro adhesion 
measurements are the texture analyser, a modified balance and some tensile apparatus 
(including advanced rheometers with this capability), which break mucoadhesive forces 
by detachment, shear or rupture [50]. 

 
 

2.2.4 Dissolution enhancement 

One of the most frequent utilisation of solid dispersions is dissolution enhancement. 
This can be considered successful if drug release is well accelerated and precipitation of 
the dissolved drug can be avoided for an adequately long period of time under the 
targeted conditions. Dissolution enhancement can be owed to the solubilising effect of 
the matrix substances (e.g. polymers or highly soluble crystalline carriers) [28,58], the 
amorphous state of dispersed APIs [31], formation of molecular dispersions [31,59], 
formation of cocrystals [60] and/or an increased effective specific surface area [61] 
among other things. 

The dissolution enhancing power of solid dispersions is well shown by the example 
of itraconazole. Its rapid dissolution could be achieved and supersaturation maintained 
for 4 h when testing it embedded in Kollicoat® IR, while only 1.5% of the API dissolved 
in 1 h from the correspondent physical mixture [62]. The following subsections are to 
provide information about the importance and ways of dissolution enhancement. 

 
2.2.4.1 Therapeutic importance 

It is desirable that the orally administered API get into the blood circulation to the 
highest possible extent (i.e. bioavailability be high) so that dose can be minimised. A 
persisting issue in pharmaceutical research is that new chemical entities often do not 
meet the empirical physico-chemical and structural criteria of ‘druglikeness’, such as 
Lipinski’s Rule of Five [63]. While only 5–10% of drug candidates are well dissolving and 
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well permeable, more than 70–90% of new chemical entities are poorly water soluble. 
This is a dramatic increase compared to their current 36–40% share on the market 
[64,65]. APIs can be classified into four groups by solubility and intestinal permeability, 
according to the widely used Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) [66]. 
Bioavailability can be poor due to low water solubility or slow dissolution in the case of 
BCS II (poorly water-soluble and well permeable) and BCS IV (poorly water-soluble and 
poorly permeable) classified drugs. They may leave the site of absorption without getting 
dissolved, which is the prerequisite of systemic effect. According to the BCS, a compound 
is poorly soluble if the highest dose strength cannot be dissolved in 250 ml of water over 
the pH range between 1 and 7.5 [67]. In the case of the BCS II group, bioavailability 
enhancement can often be achieved by accelerating dissolution [8]. The cause of slow 
dissolution can be high lattice energy (indicated by a high Tm or Tg or a large melting 
enthalpy, ‘brick dust crystals’) or low polarity (‘grease balls’) [68]. 

Besides ensuring complete drug release in the stomach, immediate release is also a 
reasonable goal in the case of several illnesses, such as migraine (treated e.g. with 
immediate-release diclofenac K), high fever (acetaminophen), heart problems 
(metoprolol) and high blood pressure (verapamil). 

 
2.2.4.2 Thermodynamic limitations of dissolution and solution stability 

Dissolution is thermodynamically limited when the administered dose of the API 
cannot dissolve entirely in the solvent, e.g. the gastric fluid. A solid form of an API is apt 
to dissolve in a solvent as long as the chemical potential of the API in the liquid phase 
(solution), (l), is lower than its chemical potential in the solid phase, (s ). (s ) is constant, and its value is in connection with the structure of the solid. 
According to Eq. 2.2-1 [69] (l) increases during dissolution, until it reaches (s ). 

 (l) = (l) + ln (l) Eq. 2.2-1 (l): chemical potential of the API in the liquid phase (l): chemical potential of the supercooled liquid API (l): activity of the API in the liquid phase 

 

Should (l) top the chemical potential of the most stable crystal form, the solution 
is no longer stable thermodynamically, and there is a risk of precipitation. 
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2.2.4.3 Solubility 
Acceptable solubility is the key to achieve enhanced dissolution as well as hinder 

precipitation of the dissolved drug. Unfortunately, the nomenclature of the various 
solubilities is far not unambiguous in the scientific literature. Therefore, the following 
section aims at providing descriptions that will be used throughout this work. 

 
Classification based on the involved species 
Intrinsic solubility is the most restrictive, but thermodynamically relevant term. It 

refers to the concentration of the free acid or base form of an ionisable compound in a 
saturated solution at a pH where it is fully unionised [70]. 

Apparent solubility at a given pH is the sum concentration of neutral, ionised [71] 
and complexed [72] molecules of the compound in a saturated solution. 

 
Theoretical maximum solubility 
The theoretical maximum solubility ( ) of a specific solid form (si) of a substance is 

its concentration in the liquid phase at which (l) equals to (s ). This 
concentration cannot always be reached experimentally, but can be calculated from 
thermoanalytical measurements, because the solubility advantage compared to the stable 
form (sj) is in connection with the difference between the chemical potentials of the two 
solid forms [73] (Eq. 2.2-2). 

 = exp (s ) s
 Eq. 2.2-2 

 

Influence of curvature 
The ideal solubility over a particle is always determined by the chemical potential of 

the surface molecules. This is, however, function of the curvature of the surface as shown 
by the Gibbs relationship (Eq. 2.2-3) [74], especially under a particle size of 100 nm. 

 = + 2
 Eq. 2.2-3 

: chemical potential over the curved surface 
: chemical potential over a flat surface of the same species 
: molar volume of the condensate 

: surface tension 
: radius of curvature 
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The higher chemical potential results in higher theoretical intrinsic solubility as 
shown by the Ostwald–Freundlich equation [75] (Eq. 2.2-4). 

 ( ) = exp 2
 Eq. 2.2-4 ( ): solubility over a spherical particle with a radius of  

: solubility over flat surface of the same species 
: surface tension 

: molar volume of the condensate 
: particle radius 

 

Classification of measured solubility based on the stability of solutions 
Equilibrium solubility 
The equilibrium solubility (thermodynamic solubility) of a compound in a given 

solvent can be defined as the maximum quantity of its thermodynamically stable [70] 
polymorph that can be completely dissolved at a specified temperature and pressure in 
an amount of the solvent, and this system is thermodynamically valid as long as a solid 
phase exists which is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the liquid phase [76]. 

Despite the name, many systems in pharmaceutical processing are not in true 
equilibrium if all potential changes (e.g. chemical and physical stability) are considered 
[70]. 

 
Apparent equilibrium solubility 
This attribute characterises the apparent solid–liquid equilibrium that may be 

maintainable for a longer time when a metastable solid form has been dissolved and a 
relatively high activation barrier hinders the crystallisation of the stable form [70]. As 
chemical potentials of polymorphs are different due to their different structures, the 
highest achievable (supersaturated) concentrations over them are also different, but 
apparent equilibrium solubilities are always higher than the equilibrium solubility. 

 
2.2.4.4 Kinetic limitations of dissolution 

In order to perform an appropriate root cause analysis on the slow dissolution of a 
compound before formulation, the empirical and theoretical rules must be taken into 
account. The Noyes–Whitney–Nernst–Brunner equation (Eq. 2.2-5) describes 
dissolution for a single spherical particle in a well-stirred, diffusion limited system [77]. 
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dd = ( ) Eq. 2.2-5 

: dissolution rate, D: diffusion coefficient, S: area of contact, 
h: thickness of the unstirred diffusion layer, cs: mass 
concentration of the substance on the surface, c: mass 
concentration in the bulk solvent 

 
The diffusion coefficient and diffusion layer thickness depend on the molecular 

weight of the drug and the viscosity of the dissolution medium. These parameters are 
less suitable targets of bioavailability optimisation [32], while effective surface area and 
solubility are more important factors in dissolution enhancement. 

 
Effective surface area 
As dissolution takes place near the surface of the particles, dissolution rate is directly 

proportional to the area of contact. This attribute can be modified in several ways: 
Increasing the specific surface area of API or its formulations can cause an 
increase in the area of contact 
The contact angle between a liquid and a solid also affects the area of contact 
through which dissolution occurs. (Small contact angles close to 0° mean 
good wettability.) Therefore, correlation was found between contact angle 
and the S/d ratio in Eq. 2.2-5 [78]. Contact angle determines the degree of 
aggregation and deaggregation in the liquid, and is in connection with the 
extent to which air is fully displaced from the powder surface by the liquid 
[79]. When drug load is high, the poor wettability of lipophilic APIs can 
corrupt dissolution improvement [59]. 

 
Mass concentration on the surface 
For diffusion-limited dissolution cs in Eq. 2.2-5 equals to the concentration of the 

drug at the particle surface [80]. This can usually be approximated with the highest 
possible concentration in the medium. The highest theoretical maximum solubility 
belongs to amorphous form (Section 2.2.4.3). Therefore, there is a significant number of 
amorphous products on the market [64,81]. Further increase can be reached in apparent 
solubility by use of surfactants [81]. 
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2.2.4.5 Stability of solutions – Precipitation inhibitors 
Application of metastable polymorphs of a drug compound is often advantageous 

owing to their higher apparent equilibrium solubility. On the other hand, although a 
higher concentration may be sustainable for a long period of time, precipitation can 
occur while concentration is above the equilibrium solubility (locally or globally). 

Maintaining a concentration that is lower than the equilibrium solubility notably 
decreases the probability of crystallisation. However, local supersaturation created by the 
rapid dissolution of high-energy polymorphs can still result in this disadvantageous 
outcome, especially if thermodynamic equilibrium solubility is low [82]. 

Precipitation can be avoided by using solubilising agents, such as hydroxypropyl 
methyl cellulose acetate succinate, or precipitation inhibitors, such as cyclodextrins 
(CDs), as matrix additives. Bile salt micelles and other lipids that are present in the GI 
tract can also help maintain supersaturation [83]. Cyclodextrins and their derivatives 
have a rich history in pharmaceutical research and manufacture, with more than 30 CD-
containing products on the global market [84]. Their reversible host–guest interaction 
with several drugs can enhance stability, mask unpleasant taste of APIs [85], decrease 
tissue irritation [86] and improve apparent solubility, thus helping to prevent 
precipitation in vivo [87]. Their solubilising effect is particularly beneficial in the case of 
BCS II-classified drugs – the result is a dramatic improvement in bioavailability [88]. It 
has been discovered that deriving CDs is important for health as well as functional 
reasons [89]; alkylation of hydroxyl groups reduces secondary intermolecular 
interactions, resulting in higher solubility. Hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβCD) is 
an excipient that is tolerated well by humans [90] and cited in Food and Drug 
Administration’s list of Inactive Pharmaceutical Ingredients. 

HPβCD is also used in the formulation of orally disintegrating tablets, designing of 
which can bring difficulties [91], such as weak resistance of the tablets against 
mechanical shock during manufacturing, storage, packaging, transportation and intake. 

 
 

2.2.5 Miscibility of components 

Among solid dispersions preference is given to one-phase systems (solid solutions). 
In the case of a poor API/polymer miscibility, only a small amount of the drug 
compound can be dispersed molecularly in the matrix, or phase segregation may occur 
after processing. Therefore, preliminary studies must include the evaluation of 
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miscibility. The concept of solubility parameters is a promising way to quantify the 
principle ‘like dissolves like’. 

There have been many attempts for the prediction of miscibility. The thermodynamic 
requirement of dissolution (e.g. of an API in a polymer melt) is that the free enthalpy of 
the system (G) should decrease. As entropy change ( ) is generally positive (M: 
mixing), the more negative the enthalpy change ( ), the higher the probability that 

 is negative, considering that = ( ). The Flory–Huggins equation 
gives an estimation for  based on the lattice theory, stating that it is composed of an 
interaction part and a combinatorial entropy change part (Eq. 2.2-6). 

 = + ln + ln  Eq. 2.2-6 

n: number of lattice molecules 
: Flory–Huggins’s interaction parameter 
i: volume fraction of component i 

Np: degree of polymerisation 

 

The interaction part contains Huggins’s  interaction parameter, composed of an 
entropic part (generally approximated as 0.34) and an enthalpic contribution ( ) [92] 
(Eq. 2.2-7). 

 = 0.34 + ( )  Eq. 2.2-7 

Vs: volume of the hypothetical lattice 

 

 and  denote the solubility parameters of the two components, which is defined 
as the square root of the cohesion energy density of the given component at T = 298 K 
in a condensed state. In the case of polymers the δ of the repeating unit is calculated with. 
As can be seen from the equation above, the closer  is to , the better their miscibility 
[92]. Drug solubility in a polymer melt can also be estimated from miscibility as shown 
by Marsac et al [93].  

 can be determined experimentally by contact angle analysis, sublimation, 
vaporisation, inverse gas chromatography, calorimetry and the measurement of 
solubility, partition and surface tension [94]. 
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Prediction of solubility parameters by means of additive functions 
Besides experimental methods  can be approximated by group contribution 

calculations, which is in a good correspondence with measured values [94]. The most 
acknowledged methods and corresponding datasets are those of Small [95], Fedors [96], 
Hansen [97], Hoy [92] and Van Krevelen–Hoftyzer [92]. 

In the Van Krevelen–Hoftyzer method  is separated into three parts corresponding 
with the types of cohesion forces: a dispersion-force, polar-force and hydrogen-bond 
part ( = + + ). Miscibility between compound 1 and 2 can be hence 
expressed as in Eq. 2.2-8. 

 = , , + , , + , ,  Eq. 2.2-8 
 

As a rule of thumb a  smaller than 5 (MJ/m3)1/2 predicts good miscibility [92]. 
For the determination of ,  and  the small molecule or the repeating unit of the 
polymer is divided into functional groups. Van Krevelen and Hoftyzer provides the 
values of Fdi, Fpi and Ehi increments for each functional group, from which ,  and  
can be calculated using Eq. 2.2-9, Eq. 2.2-10 and Eq. 2.2-11. (F denotes δ × Vm,  is the 
count of the functional groups, Vm is the molar volume and E denotes the cohesive 
energy.) In the presence of symmetry planes further corrections must be made. 

 =  =  =  

Eq. 2.2-9 Eq. 2.2-10 Eq. 2.2-11 
 

A mean solubility parameter can be calculated for the statistical and block copolymers 
from the solubility parameters, mole fractions and molar volumes of the different 
repeating units [98,99]. When the molar volumes of the various repeating units are not 
too different, a weighted average based on mole fractions gives good estimation [99]. 

 
Applicability and limitations 
A serious limitation of group-contribution calculations when used to predict 

miscibility during manufacturing is that they assume the components to be in a liquid 
state at room temperature [92], while circumstances may be much different inside of a 
processing instrument. A variety of factors can affect miscibility such as stress conditions 
(temperature, relative humidity) and sample preparation [100]. Despite the above 
mentioned, solubility parameters are usually calculated for room temperature [101] 
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because usually good correlations are found between phenomena at high temperatures 
and the solubility parameters established for 25 °C [97]. 

A more advanced matrix screening system is Evonik’s Melt Extrusion Modelling & 
Formulation Information System®, which takes chemical structures, solubility 
parameters, physicochemical properties and more than 1,300 in-house trial processing 
conditions into account, but requires almost a week [64]. 

 
 

2.2.6 Devitrification of solid dispersions 

In true solid solutions devitrification is not to expect because these are stable solutions 
(however, the polymer carrier may be oriented, and hence it may not be in its stable 
conformation). In fact, most amorphous solid dispersions are kinetically trapped in a 
non-equilibrium state because of polymeric hindrance and the energy-intensive 
preparation methods [102], the result of which is ‘frozen’ into structure. This 
supersaturation is maintained by the apparent miscibility of the components in the 
amorphous state, but phase separation into two amorphous phases and an eventual API 
crystallisation is most of the time thermodynamically preferred because drug solubility 
in polymers is very low around room temperature [83]. As alteration of the polymorphic 
form of an API may induce changes in therapeutic performance, such physical 
degradation is usually to be kept under control [103] on a minimised level or to be 
avoided. Especially sensitive is the issue of the high-energy amorphous forms. An 
amorphous form is energetically preferred to crystallise if nucleation and crystal growth 
can take place. The prerequisite of nucleation is the migration of molecules. Therefore, 
the more this is hindered, the lower the probability of devitrification. Stability can be 
thus improved by establishing hydrogen bonds between API and polymer [104]. 

Glass-transition temperature (Tg) is a (kinetic) physical attribute that influences the 
mobility of segments and the secondary interactions between the components in the 
amorphous solid. Based on experimental findings, materials with high Tg are generally 
considered to withstand crystallisation more likely than those with low Tg. 

The reason why solid dispersions can usually withstand devitrification more than 
pure amorphous drugs [105] is that when the API (of usually low Tg) is homogeneously 
(molecularly) dispersed in a polymer of higher Tg, the resulting system will have a Tg 
between the values of the pure components [32]. The polymer is usually plasticised by 
the API molecules, or in other words, the amorphous API is ‘antiplasiticised’ by the 
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polymer [32]. As the API is dissolved in the polymer and vice versa, one phase exists, to 
the expectable common Tg of which the Fox equation (Eq. 2.2-12) gives an 
approximation [106]. 

 1 , = , + ,  Eq. 2.2-12 

, :  of the API–polymer solid solution 
 and : weight fractions of matrix and API 

 

 
 

2.2.7 Physical and chemical characterisation of solid dispersions 

Continuous solid dispersion manufacturing processes often change the physical or 
polymorphic state of components [59,107], and purity issues can also occur [108]. The 
direction and extent of these changes, however, may sensitively depend on process 
parameters. According to the principles of QbD and PAT described in Sections 2.1.2 and 
2.1.3, process and product characterisation (e.g. regarding physical and chemical 
degradation) is most advantageously done using in-line or on-line analytics (Table 
2.2-1), but up to now typically off-line or at-line techniques (described hereafter) have 
been used to determine purity and residual crystallinity, which would hinder the 
realisation of real-time quality assurance. 

 
Table 2.2-1. Comparison of off-line, at-line, on-line and in-line analytical techniques [109] 

Process analyser Sampling Sample transport Analysis 
Off-line manual to a remote 

laboratory 
Automated/manual 

At-line discontinuous/manual to a local analytical 
equipment 

Automated/manual 
quick check 

On-line automated integrated automated 
In-line integrated no transport automated 

 
 

2.2.7.1 Conventional techniques for purity testing 
Sometimes unwanted chemical compounds, typically degraded API molecules, can 

be observed in experimental pharmaceutical products after formulation [5,110,111]. As 
these can be bioactive or influence the therapeutic effect, allowed contamination limits 
are determined in specifications that are proposed and justified by the manufacturer 
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(taking into account the pharmacopoeia and international guidelines) and approved by 
the regulatory authorities [112,113]. 

A large knowledge base is available for the separation and analysis of various drug 
substances by (usually reverse-phase) high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
[114]. Because reverse-phase HPLC can distinguish lipophilic molecules from their 
structural relatives, it is feasible for the detection of drug-related impurities. 
Pharmacopoeia monographs mostly require HPLC analysis for purity determination 
[115,116]. It is easily coupled with analysers, e.g. mass spectrometers (HPLC/MS), and 
A typical detection limit for drug-related impurities is 0.1% or lower [117]. 

 
2.2.7.2 Techniques for detecting residual crystallinity 

Manufacturing of amorphous solid dispersions mostly starts from a crystalline form 
of the drug compound, which must be amorphised during the process. Thus, it is 
essential to characterise and control the morphological state of SDs. Shah et al. gave an 
exhaustive review on the analytical techniques that can detect crystallinity or identify the 
crystalline form [30]. 

DSC stands out from thermal techniques, and isothermal microcalorimetry can also 
quantify amorphous content. Both of these are destructive off-line methods. Microscopic 
techniques involve hot stage, scanning electron and polarised light microscopy. These 
are focused on the visualisation of crystallinity on sample surfaces rather than 
quantifying it. Combination of thermal and microscopic analysis can assess drug 
crystallinity, but still destructively, time-consumingly and off the line. Dynamic vapour 
sorption makes use of the different hygroscopicity of crystalline and amorphous forms. 
Amorphous content can be characterised by acetone sorption monitored by isothermal 
microcalorimetry [30,118]. 

Powder X-ray diffraction determines the ratio and detailed structure of the crystalline 
phase. Solid-state 13C-NMR is an off-line technique, in which glassy amorphous 
materials show an order of magnitude broader peaks than crystalline solids. A single 
relaxation time for API and polymer means in 1H-NMR that they are intimately mixed 
[100]. Characterisation of larger sample areas or volumes using micro-Raman mapping 
and mid-infrared imaging can detect molecular interactions between drug and carrier, 
which can lead to changes in physical state. 
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Differential scanning calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry and modulated DSC are frequently used to 

determine the degree of crystallinity in various materials, including pharmaceuticals. 
The integral of the endothermic peak at the melting point is in correlation with the 
crystalline fraction. In the case of solid dispersions this method can lead to false results 
because during heat-up, the crystalline API fraction can partially dissolve in the molten 
polymer to some extent [119]. 

API concentration in the solid solution phase of the dispersion can be estimated using 
the Fox equation [106] (Section 2.2.6), which estimates the glass transition temperature 
of the homogeneous API/polymer mixture from the Tg’s and weight fractions of the pure 
components. DSC also allows the detection of other amorphous phases being present. If 
a single glass transition is observable in the DSC thermogram of a solid dispersion, the 
API is molecularly dispersed, while two glass transitions indicate the presence of a 
separate amorphous phase. Unfortunately, DSC is unable to discriminate separated 
domain sizes below about 30 nm [120]; therefore, only one Tg can be observed in these 
cases [100,121,122]. 

Limitation of this technique is that measurements are invasive and time-consuming 
(fast scan DSC moderates this disadvantage). Only a few milligrams are usually tested, 
which makes several parallel analyses necessary in order to avoid subsampling. 

 
Powder X-ray diffraction 
The PXRD measurement is based on constructive wave interference. Ordered 

structures (e.g. crystals) amplify the irradiating X-ray at certain 2θ scattering angles 
according to Bragg’s Law (2 sin = ), while at other angles there is extinction. Thus, 
diffraction peaks appear on the scattering curve only if long-range order (i.e. a crystal) is 
present in the analyte. A fully amorphous material is expected to show up to three broad 
background peaks called halos. 
 
2.2.7.3 Detecting chemical and physical changes by Raman spectrometry 

Real-time Raman spectrometry has already been applied to monitor extrusion 
processes, in respect of tracer concentration [123], polymer–drug quantification and 
qualitative solid-state characterisation [124]. Raman spectrometry can provide feedback 
control for pharmaceutical processes, as first shown recently by Pataki et al. [125]. 
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Transmission Raman spectrometry 
A potential non-invasive analytical technique for the determination of residual API 

crystallinity [126] and chemical composition is the recently rediscovered transmission 
Raman spectrometry (TRS), which provides a mean vibrational spectrum characterising 
a large sample volume [127] in a shorter time (a few seconds) than the similar infrared 
spectrometry [128]. A probe can be easily mounted at the production line using optical 
fibres [129], facilitating real-time detection and the possibility of process-control based 
on residual crystallinity. Although TRS has not yet been employed for the measurement 
of the residual crystallinity of an API in formulations, a reassuring indication for its 
applicability is the eligibility of other Raman-based techniques for the determination of 
chemical composition [129], the quantification of polymorphs in a mixture [130,131] 
and the measurement of the degree of crystallinity [132]. The greatest advantage of the 
non-invasive TRS is that the technique is one of the most suitable methods to examine 
areas deep below the surface of the sample [127]. Another benefit of TRS is the 
suppression of surface-generated Raman and fluorescence signals [129]. Despite these 
notable merits, the exploitation of this technique for the bulk testing of pharmaceutical 
samples has only recently begun [133]. 

 
Backscattering Raman spectrometry 
As opposed to TRS, the nature and abilities of backscattering Raman spectrometry 

have already been thoroughly studied, and it has been employed for crystallinity degree 
determination in a few cases [132]. In order to avoid subsampling, which is a clear 
disadvantage of this technique [126], multipoint measurements can be carried out [130], 
a larger area of the sample can be illuminated [134], or the sample holder can be rotated 
[132]. Moreover, Larkin et al. found that drilled cylindrical-conical holes in the sample 
can improve precision in the case of backscattering FT-Raman [135]. 

Multipoint backscattering measurements are usually carried out by confocal Raman 
mapping. In confocal Raman microscopy a point-like source is focused with a lens or an 
objective onto the sample, then the image spot is focused through the same (or a second) 
lens onto an aperture in front of a detector. Only the central part of the focus can pass 
through the pinhole and reach the detector [136]. As it has already been used to quantify 
polymorphs [126,137] and investigate the distribution of amorphous and crystalline 
material [138,139], it seems to be applicable to quantify the crystalline API fraction. 
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2.3 Continuous manufacturing of solid dispersions 

2.3.1 Continuous technologies 

Manufacturing in the pharmaceutical industry has been dominated by batch 
processes (even using continuous instruments operated in batch mode). Their 
application is especially advantageous in chemical production where these plants can 
facilitate the production of multiple products, and even slow reactions can be carried 
out. 

However, the mind set which claims that continuous manufacturing techniques are 
feasible only for productions exceeding the capacities required within the 
pharmaceutical industry and that continuous processes are unable to consistently meet 
the high product quality standards is already considered to be outdated [29]. A drawback 
of batch processes is that laboratory-scale production methods often fail when larger 
amounts are to be produced, which necessitates further development, process 
modifications and instruments of different capacities being used for the same 
transformation. Besides the low space-efficiency, batch processes are also less time-
efficient [29]. Processing rate is limited by the bottle-neck steps and the amount of 
material being processed is generally high. 

In the coming years, continuous technologies are likely to gain ground – just like they 
did in the related food and bulk chemical industries [29] –, because they are in general 
less time-varying, have less uncertainty and are hence better understood than batch 
technologies [124]; furthermore they are more cost-effective in respect of labour, more 
reliable and sustainable, and may reduce investment capital [1,13]. PAT guidelines also 
agree that quality improvement is likely to come from the application of continuous 
technologies [9] as they are easier to monitor and automate, and deliver improved and 
less variable product quality [140]. However, continuous manufacturing needs a stricter 
process control than batch processing because of the unfeasibility of end-of-pipe testing 
and the high sensitivity of product quality against process upsets [141,142]. 

An ideal continuous manufacturing line would be composed of continuous 
operations only, e.g. from drug crystallisation through granulation and tablet 
compression to the film coating of tablets, or from crystallisation  through granulation–
spheronisation to the encapsulation of pellets, with no or minimum waiting time 
between the steps. In current industrial practice, several processes which would also be 
capable of continuous production are done in batch mode.  Some examples are milling 
and grinding (e.g. with a hammer mill, conical screen mill, pin mill and Harding mill), 
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drying of wet particles (e.g. with a fluid-bed dryer, conveyor belt with tunnel), drying of 
solutions (e.g. with a spray dryer), granulation (e.g. with a roller compactor), pressing of 
tablets (with a rotary tablet press) and capsule filling. 

The main advantages of end-to-end continuous manufacturing are: 
1. batch sizes are flexible to market needs [143] and can cover research & 

development as well as production needs; no scale up needed [144] 
2. minimised waste and raw material consumption [143] 
3. reduced quality cost, consistent quality [144] 
4. space reduction [144] 
5. reduced work in process, reduced energy costs and environmental impact 

[144] 
A serious step towards fully continuous and PAT-compatible manufacture is GEA’s 

ConsiGma™ line, which can convert the continuously fed solid particles and binding 
liquid to tablets utilising wet high shear granulation, fluid-bed drying of mini batches 
and mixing with tableting excipients. Critical attributes (particle size, homogeneity and 
moisture content) can be monitored and a potential feedback control system can keep 
the critical quality attributes within specifications [144]. The modular continuous 
manufacturing line of Thermo Haake and Glatt, which is based on twin-screw 
granulation, is composed of similar units. The system is eligible for process development 
as well as for small-scale production (up to 360 kg/day). PAT monitoring is done by near 
infrared (NIR) spectroscopy in the extruder, by microwave and laser diffraction in the 
fluidised-bed dryer and by pressure measurement and NIR in the tableting section [145]. 

The semi-continuous Bohle concept doses the materials into a container using an 
automatic dispensing system, then these are vacuum transported into a high-shear 
mixer, in which agglomeration and drying takes place. After milling and sieving, the final 
powder mixture is fed into the tablet press. Tablets are then transported to drum coaters. 
The next dispensing process into the holding container can be started as soon as the 
initial sub-batch is introduced in the high-shear mixer [29]. 

A further attempt to replace batch-based systems with continuous manufacturing has 
started with the collaboration between Novartis and Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. The research centre develops new technologies to replace the conventional 
batch-based systems. In their recent study they describe an end-to-end continuous 
manufacturing of aliskiren hemifumarate with a throughput of 20–100 g/h in a 2.4 × 
7.3 m2 plant. A 33% decrease in the number of unit operations could be achieved, while 
residence time was shortened by an order of magnitude [1]. The manufacturing line 
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involves the multiple-step synthesis of the drug compound, separation of two-phase 
systems, crystallisation performed together with tabletting excipient addition, drying, 
mixing and extrusion tableting. 

The options to choose and combine continuous processes are wide; and there have 
been a few research studies in which that was attempted [1]. These include drug 
manufacturing (using a tank, plug-flow [146], rotary drum [147] and Swenson–Walker 
crystalliser [148]), dry granulation (using roller compaction), wet granulation (with 
extruders [29], fluid-bed and rotary drum granulators [149]) and film coating (by use of 
rotary drum [150] and fluidised-bed coating machines [151]). 

 
 

2.3.2 Technologies for the continuous manufacturing of solid dispersions 

In the research of continuous manufacturing technologies distinguished attention is 
paid to the processes delivering solid dispersions of active pharmaceutical ingredients 
(APIs) [59,124,140,152,153]. 

Solid dispersions can be manufactured using melting and solvent evaporation 
methods. Solvent-based processes (freeze-drying, spray-drying, co-precipitation, 
supercritical-fluid techniques and electrospinning [31,154]) deliver SDs by evaporating 
(or subliming) the solvent from the common solution or dispersion of API and carrier, 
usually at room temperature or with slight heat stress. 

In the case of melt-based SD-manufacturing techniques (common melting of 
component(s), melt extrusion, melt agglomeration, spray-congealing, direct capsule 
filling, Meltrex™ [31] and the Flashdose/Shearform melt floss technology [155]), the 
resulting solid dispersions are formed by making at least one component melt or become 
plastic during processing. The following two main cases can be distinguished: 

Molten API is dispersed in molten/plastic polymer or wax [61,156] 
Crystalline or glassy API is dispersed in a molten/plastic polymer or wax 
[157] 

When selecting the right manufacturing technology, the industrial requirement of 
robustness and preference of techniques that leave no solvent residues must be taken 
into account. From among melt-based techniques melt extrusion is a robust, solvent free 
and high-throughput process. It has been spreading over the recent years, not just in 
pharmaceutical research but also in manufacture [30,153,158,159]. When the solvent-
based way is more advantageous (e.g. in the case of heat-sensitivity), electrostatic 
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spinning ensures drying and usually total amorphisation by rapid and almost complete 
solvent evaporation [59,160]. 

 
 

2.3.3 Melt extrusion 

From among melt-based solid dispersion manufacturing techniques, extrusion 
appears to be the dominant process as it is suited for large scale manufacturing [81,159]. 
It has been described extensively in several review articles [5,6,161]. During melt 
extrusion, an API/excipient mixture is fed through a hopper into a barrel, conveyed 
through heated zones of a barrel by means of a single continuously rotated screw or by 
means of twin screws, simultaneously heated above the Tg or melting point of the 
excipient, forced through a die to create a desired shape and then cooled to room 
temperature. Stresses in the extruder that enable homogenisation include pressure 
(usually a few hundred bars), shear caused by the rotating screws and heat load necessary 
to reach the appropriately low viscosity. Shear is usually low and mixing is moderate in 
single screw extruders. Twin screw instruments have usually kneading and mixing 
elements too, which enable intensive homogenisation. Therefore, co-rotating or 
counter-rotating twin screws are preferred when uniform residence time must be 
ensured, when long exposure to high temperature must be avoided, or when a higher 
mixing capability is necessary [162]. 

A criterion regarding components is that at least one of them (typically one of the 
excipients) must be melted in the process. Commonly used matrix-forming excipients 
are thermoplastic polymers (e.g. PEG, PVP, methacrylates, cellulose derivatives and 
PLA) and high-viscosity small molecules (e.g. waxes). The matrix can act as a thermal 
binder, and/or take the roles listed in Section 2.2.1 [21]. Further surfactants, salts, super-
disintegrants and antioxidants may also be added [6,163]. An appropriate carrier 
compound is mainly selected based on the drug-polymer interaction and miscibility, the 
polymer stability and the function of the final dosage form [164]. 

Due to heat, pressure and shear the physical form of drug particles is liable to undergo 
changes during processing. These can involve melting, crystallisation, glass transition, 
dissolution in the molten phase, phase separation and particle amorphisation among 
other things. When the melting component is the polymeric carrier and a crystalline API 
is formulated, two cases can be distinguished: (1) processing above the melting point of 
the API enables rapid and fine dispersion and mixing of its droplets; (2) when extrusion 
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is performed below the melting point of the API, a certain amount of it can get dissolved 
in the molten carrier. However, the outcome of this process is dependent on residence 
time, polymer/drug miscibility and temperature, as shown by the Noyes–Whitney 
equation (Eq. 2.2-5). (Solubility, diffusion coefficient and the width of diffusion layer are 
temperature-dependent). In 2013 Keen et al. investigated the effect of the direction of 
twin screw rotation, temperature and residence time on the residual crystallinity of 
extruded solid dispersions. They concluded that higher shear, higher temperature and 
counter-rotating screws can be beneficial in respect of amorphisation [165]. However, 
studies that quantitatively compare the effects of extrusion process parameters on 
residual drug crystallinity are missing, whereas getting experience regarding these 
relationships would be desirable in accordance with the knowledge management 
principle of PAT guidelines. 

Extrusion can be integrated into a continuous manufacturing line very easily. The 
pre-processed matrix material and an API can be fed continuously. The most common 
extrudate forming techniques are also continuous: cutting with blades and rolling, 
calendering and milling [162]. The resulting granules and powders can be compressed 
into tablets, loaded into capsules or formed into various dosage forms, e.g. mini tablets 
[166], granules [167], pellets [168], foams [61], films [169] and implants [5]. 
Applications are oral, transdermal, transmucosal, intravaginal, ophthalmic, implant-
based and transungal drug delivery [170]. Marketed melt extruded products in the 
pharmaceutical industry include shaped systems (the Lacrisert® ophthalmic insert, the 
NuvaRing® depot system, and the Implanon®, ZoladexTM and Orzudex® implants) and 
solid dispersions of drugs (Isoptin® SR-E, Norvir®, Kaletra®, Eucreas®, Zithromax® and 
FenoglideTM) [60]. 

Advantage of melt extrusion is that it is a continuous, solvent-free, efficient and easily 
scalable process. It combines multiple batch unit operations (mixing, melting, 
homogenization, drying and compression) in a single process. Tablet size can be reduced 
because a high drug load is obtainable [171], but disadvantages are that the products are 
moisture sensitive and that the process is less suitable for heat-sensitive materials. 
Another disadvantage is that extruders are not amenable for scale-down manufacturing 
that is required in early stage development [30]. 

There are several analytical tools available to measure simple product properties. NIR 
have been applied to measure uniformity during blending, API content, moisture 
content during granulation and drying, to study chemical and physical interactions and 
to analyse coatings [142]. Raman spectrometry has been used to determine API content 
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and characterise solid state of a drug qualitatively [124,172]. When necessary, in-line 
particle size analysis of post-processed extrudates is possible via stereo imaging [173]. 

 
 

2.3.4 Degradation of melt-extruded drugs 

Physical and chemical instability of the API or matrix polymer to be extruded can 
limit the formulation possibilities and conditions. It has been proven in the case of a few 
systems [5,174,175] that drug molecules and polymers can degrade during processing, 
typically because of hydrolysis (e.g. in the case of clotrimazole [110]), solvolysis and 
oxidation (e.g. hydrocortisone [111]) [5]. By-products originating from matrix 
degradation can also accelerate or cause decomposition of the active ingredient 
[108,176]. As a consequence, the amounts of API contaminants can exceed the 
regulatory limits. 

 
Chemical stability of API polymorphs 
The physical state and polymorphic form of the drug compound can have huge 

impact on its chemical stability, as shown through the example of meloxicam [108]. The 
usually very complex drug molecules can be very reactive above their melting 
temperatures. After extruding vitamin D3 with melting, drug recovery was only 66–85% 
[177]; oxprenolol also degraded when melted [178] and clotrimazole too decomposed to 
an extent of 6.8% [110]. Degradation was observed in the case of carbamazepine, 
dipyridamole and indometacin around their melting points [179]. However, when no 
purity issues arise (as it is the case with a few APIs, such as ibuprofen [156] or 
chlorfeniramine maleate [111]), extrusion of the molten API is preferred owing to its 
better dispersability. 

Keeping drug particles in one of the crystalline forms during processing by using a 
matrix polymer with which it is slightly miscible, can help achieve good purity. At the 
same time, their too low chemical potential often brings forth poor water solubility as 
well, which can corrupt the therapeutic behaviour of the extruded dosage form. 

The golden mean can be amorphisation under melting point of the drug by dissolving 
the API in the polymer melt. This way purity requirements can be met in some cases 
[156] and even total amorphisation is possible by dissolution mechanism [180–182], 
which is very advantageous in the case of water solubility issues. However, several 
publications relate that in other cases degradation did occur below the melting point of 
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the API too, e.g. when a Roche compound [183] or diphenhydramine [184] was 
extruded. Total amorphisation is difficult to reach by dissolving crystals in a polymer 
matrix, because it is a long process requiring high shear [108]. 

Drug molecules that are to be dispersed in a polymer melt can be further stabilised by 
complexation, e.g. with cyclodextrins [185]. Their protective power against oxidation 
and heat stress has been shown [186]. Similar can be the case when (non-molten) solid 
solution particles are dispersed in a melt by extrusion. These solid solutions are 
advantageously prepared beforehand using a technique with no heat loading, e.g. 
electrospinning or spray drying. The resulting formulation can be then fully amorphous 
without applying much heat and without using a long residence time. 

 
Addition of protecting agents 
Adding a concurrent reaction to the system can also reduce API decomposition. 

Antioxidants, such as vitamin E, can keep back degradation of drug substances (e.g. 
hydrolysis of tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) hemisuccinate to THC base [187]) and of 
polymers (e.g. polyethylene oxide [174] and hydroxypropyl cellulose) [5]. However, 
antioxidants are not in all cases advantageous. Presence of vitamin E in several dosage 
forms increased THC decomposition during storage [188]. 

 
Establishment of milder conditions 
During melt extrusion, fine solid dispersions are formed by various stresses (pressure 

of usually 200–300 bar, shear caused by the rotating screws, heat load necessary to reach 
the appropriately low viscosity), the reduction of which may become necessary to obtain 
products with slighter contamination. Decomposition of polymer excipients can 
originate from heat and shear [175,189]. A few studies have already shown the 
pronounced importance of temperature and residence time [108,111,176], but 
investigation of their effects according to a broad experimental design remained 
necessary. To their influence theoretical explanation is given by the reaction kinetic 
equations and the temperature-dependence of reaction rate coefficient. 

 
 
2.3.5 Melt extrusion assisted by pressurised or supercritical carbon dioxide 

An interesting alternative of plasticisation achieved by the addition of organic 
substances (irreversible plasticisers) is the injection and dissolution of supercritical 
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carbon dioxide (scCO2) into the molten polymer conveyed in the extruder (Fig. 2.3-1) 
[61]. By enabling production at a lower temperature and high melt throughput [190], it 
can reduce decomposition of thermally instable compounds, as shown by Verreck et al. 
[191]. Special attention is given to supercritical CO2 because it does not remain in the 
extrudate after processing. Therefore, it only modifies the rheological properties of the 
polymer during extrusion – the plasticising effect ceases afterwards, leaving behind a 
grindable, rigid product with high Tg. ScCO2 can also be used as a physical blowing agent 
owing to the gaseous CO2 bubbles nucleating and growing in the melt after pressure has 
dropped in the extruder die. Growth of these pores continues until the extrudate 
rigidifies or until the whole amount of CO2 diffuses into the atmosphere. 

 

 
Fig. 2.3-1. Illustration of the supercritical-fluid melt extrusion process (not proportional) 

 
There are no notable environmental concerns regarding the application of scCO2 

[192], and this blowing agent leaves no residue in the foams; therefore, it can be used in 
pharmaceutical and food products [193,194]. In these two industrial areas scCO2- and 
pressurised-CO2-assisted extrusion has already been used to manufacture products as 
Rizvi et al. [195] and Sauceau et al. [196] pointed out, but the technology has been 
employed for dissolution enhancement only in a couple of studies [61,197,198]. The high 
specific surface area generated by the foaming process can be extremely beneficial in the 
case of immediate release formulations because it greatly influences dissolution rate 
[199,200]. 
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2.3.6 Solvent-based electrospinning 

Among the solvent-based solid dispersion manufacturing techniques (including the 
commonly used freeze drying and spray drying) electrospinning (ES) has also got 
emerging attention recently. The general working principle of solvent-based ES is as 
follows: high (~10–40 kV) voltage is applied between the common solution of polymer 
and API, which is being pumped through a spinneret, and an earthed collector, forming 
a non-woven web. This voltage induces the formation of an ultra-thin jet from the 
spinning tip, resulting in the instant evaporation of the solvent. The solid nanofibrous 
API-containing polymer then builds up on the earthed collector (Fig. 2.3-2). During the 
process, the API likely solidifies as amorphous. 

 
Fig. 2.3-2. Illustration of the electrospinning process (not proportional) 

 
Various equipment setups have been developed, such as the simplest single- [59] and 

multiple-nozzle ES [201] (the spinneret is one or more electrostatically loaded nozzle or 
nozzles), NanoSpiderTM technology [202] (where the jet erupts from the surface of a 
liquid film), electroblowing (ES by pneumatic spraying through a nozzle) [203] and 
rotary-cone needleless ES [204]. 

The technique has been found to be useful in many fields of pharmaceutical 
applications [205] – it has been used in tissue engineering [206], to manufacture wound 
dressings [205], transdermal [207] and transmembrane [208] drug delivery systems, 
extended release implants and textures [209], healthcare and surgical textiles [208] and 
orally dissolving immediate-release dosage forms [154,210]. 

In pharmaceutical research, numerous electrospinning studies aimed at the 
preparation of sustained-release formulations of proteins [211], polysaccharides [212], 
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DNA, antibiotics, anticancer drugs, and small molecules in combined dosage forms 
[213]. The drug loaded products are mostly wound dressings [213], implants [212] and 
controlled drug delivery platforms [214]. It has also been shown that the huge specific 
surface area of the amorphous webs can increase dissolution of BCS II classified APIs 
[59,154], which enables their application e.g. as orally dissolving dosage forms. 
Gastrointestinal administration is, however, circumstantial because the webs are often 
not grindable [215], and hence cannot be easily fed, blended with excipients and dosed, 
i.e. encapsulated or compressed into tablets. 

A clear advantage of electrospinning to the conventional solvent-based spray drying 
technique is that ES is usually performed at room temperature, while spray drying tends 
to require drying heat that can lead to degradation of heat-sensitive active ingredients 
[216]. In the case of spray drying, residual solvent content can be problematic when non-
polar diprotic solvents are used [115]. 

2.4 Challenges in the continuous manufacturing of solid dispersions 

Continuous solid dispersion manufacturing technologies have already proved to be 
effective ways of bioavailability enhancement. At the same time, one must face serious 
limitations when developing a manufacturing process using these novel techniques. 
Taking into account the limitations and important therapeutic goals, several 
development goals can be enumerated. 

 
Limitations of melt extrusion 
Degradation of heat-sensitive drugs 
Amorphisation is one of the most efficient ways to enhance dissolution by melt 

extrusion. Performing this below the melting point is preferred in the case of heat-
sensitive APIs (Section 2.3.4), but the amorphisation process involving dissolution into 
the molten polymer matrix is quite slow. Melt extrusion of heat-sensitive APIs has been 
reported to result in partial decomposition, the degree of which is most likely in 
connection with residence time. It is, therefore, necessary to carefully investigate how 
the process parameters influence the degradation processes and amorphisation of a 
suitable model system. 
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Moderation of heat stress – Supercritical-fluid melt extrusion 
The rate of drug degradation is likely in connection with temperature. Lowering of 

this process parameter is limited by the increase in polymer viscosity. These 
characteristics vary by substance, but choosing a matrix by the desirable processing 
conditions is difficult owing to the relatively small circle of thermoplastic polymers that 
are qualified by authorities for use in pharmaceuticals and at the same time can ensure 
the desired therapeutic performance. Plasticisation using small molecular additives or 
low-molecular-weight polymers is a way to decrease viscosity and the minimum 
processing temperature. At the same time, the increased segmental mobility promotes 
the devitrification of the API, which reduces physical stability. Furthermore, a decreased 
fragility can prevent downstream processing, especially if Tg sinks to near room 
temperature. Plasticiser content can also deteriorate functional performance and worsen 
API solubility in the polymer melt. 

Supercritical-fluids can act as reversible plasticisers (Section 2.3.5), but the knowledge 
regarding supercritical-fluid-assisted melt extrusion of pharmaceuticals is very limited. 

 
Promising development goals in melt extrusion 
Influencing of foam characteristics 
While electrospinning results in fibrous mats of high specific surface area by its 

nature (Section 2.3.6), melt extruded solid dispersions are usually not or slightly porous. 
Supercritical-fluid melt extrusion can, in turn, produce solid dispersions of high porosity 
(Section 2.3.5). In spite of the promising benefits, utilisation of this technique for the 
experimental production of immediate-release solid dosage forms has been slight up to 
now. It is, therefore, necessary to investigate the foaming process in detail, with special 
regard to the relationship between process parameters and foam structure. 

 
Simultaneous adjustment of dissolution profile and mucoadhesion 
Continuous processing can be even more time- and cost-economical if multiple 

properties can be adjusted by melt extrusion at the same time. In the case of prolonged-
release formulations, release kinetics is one of the most important properties to be 
adjusted, but ensuring the correct in vitro dissolution rate is not always enough. By 
developing gastro-retentive solid dosage forms, such as mucoadhesive formulations, 
absorption rate can be made less time-varying. Even a bioavailability enhancement can 
be achieved for APIs with a short absorption window. Systems showing both 
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mucoadhesion and sustained release can be of high importance; thus, composition-
dependence of these properties is worth investigating. 

 
Limitations of electrospinning and promising development goals  
Poor wettability 
Although the specific surface area of electrospun webs is high, a high load of lipophilic 

drugs can prevent immediate dissolution by worsening wettability. Polymer-free fibres 
consisting of only the API and a hydrophilic and well wettable matrix is expected to make 
drug release ultrafast. 

 
Poor or no feasibility of downstream processing 
In a review article we concluded that when immediate-release tablets are to be the 

final dosage forms, downstream processing of continuously produced electrospun 
nanofibres would include particle size reduction. This requirement makes the majority 
of so far developed experimental nanoweb formulations ineligible for further processing. 
Therefore, there is a high need for matrices that can be milled or ground without pre-
treatment and at the same time ensure the wanted dissolution profile. 

 
Precipitation after dissolution 
As explained in Section 2.2.4.5, a too fast dissolution of a poorly water soluble 

compound can result in a subsequent precipitation because of local supersaturations. 
Such an issue can be overcome by using a solubiliser as matrix excipient. 

 
Increasing of productivity 
A serious limitation of electrospinning regarding industrial applicability is the low 

productivity of the conventionally used single-needle process. Therefore, scale-up must 
be investigated when an industrially relevant process is being developed. 

 
Novel ways of physical and chemical characterisation 
Built-in monitoring of the electrospinning and melt extrusion processes usually does 

not include physical and chemical characterisation of the processed solid dispersions. 
There have been successful attempts to equip instruments with appropriate probes, but 
the range of analytical techniques must be widened to get a clear picture of the benefits 
and applicability of each technique. 
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3 Materials and Methods 

3.1 Materials 

Spironolactone 
Molar weight 417 g/mol
Melting point 205–220 °C
log P 2.6 [217]
Water solubility at 25 °C 28 mg/l [218]
Usual dose 25–100 mg
Particle size estimation (by microscopy) 5–30 μm
Supplier Richter Gedeon Nyrt. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 

 
Fig. 3.1-1. Chemical structure of spironolactone 

 

Flubendazole 
Molar weight 313 g/mol
Melting point 244 °C
log P 3 [219]
pKa (base) 3.6, 9.6 [220]
Solubility (pH 7.4 KH2PO4 buffer) at 25 °C 5.8 mg/l [221]
Solubility (pH 1.2 HCl/KCl) at 25 °C 29.6 mg/l [221]
Solubility (10% HPβCD in pH 7.4 KH2PO4 
buffer) at 25 °C 

163.8 mg/l [221]

Solubility (10% HPβCD in pH 1.2 
HCl/KCl) at 25 °C 

2,251.7 mg/l [221]

Solubility (formic acid) at 25 °C 340.5 g/l [222]
Usual dose 25–100 mg
Particle size estimation (by microscopy) 1–10 μm
Supplier Janssen R&D (Beerse, Belgium) 
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Fig. 3.1-2. Chemical structure of flubendazole 

 

Prednisolone (crystalline) 
Molar weight 360 g/mol
Melting point (decomposition) 225–230 °C [223]
log P 1.4 [224]
Water solubility at 25 °C 270 mg/l [225]
Usual dose 5–80 mg
Particle size estimation (by microscopy) 1–10 μm
Supplier Richter Gedeon Nyrt. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 

 
Fig. 3.1-3. Chemical structure of prednisolone 

 

Canrenone (crystalline) 
Molar weight 340 g/mol
Melting point 163–165 °C [226]
Supplier Richter Gedeon Nyrt. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 

 
Fig. 3.1-4. Chemical structure of canrenone 

 

Trimetazidine 2HCl 
Molar weight 339 g/mol
Water solubility >1000 g/l [42]
pKa (base) 4.4 and 9.14 [227]
Usual dose 40–60 mg
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Supplier Richter Gedeon Nyrt. (Budapest, Hungary) 
 

 
Fig. 3.1-5. Chemical structure of trimetazidine 2HCl 

 

Kollidon® 90 F 
Chemical name Poly(1-ethenylpyrrolidin-2-one) 

Polyvinyl pyrrolidone K90 
Molecular weight 1.0–1.5 MDa
Glass-transition temperature 156 °C
Supplier BASF (Ludwigshafen, Germany) 

 
2-Hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin 

Molar weight ~1400 g/mol
Supplier Wacker Chemie AG (Munich, Germany) 

  
BenecelTM E5 

Chemical name Hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose 
Methoxy substitution, % (min-max) 28.0-30.0
Hydroxypropyl substitution, % (min-max) 7.0-12.0
Supplier Aqualon Hercules (Zwijndrecht, the 

Netherlands) 
 
Eudragit® E (PO and 100) 

Chemical name Poly(butyl methacrylate-co-(2-
dimethylaminoethyl) methacrylate-co-
methyl methacrylate) 1:2:1 

Average molecular weight 47,000 Da
Glass transition temperature 62 °C
pKa 10.0
pH range of solubility < 5
Supplier Evonik Industries AG (Essen, Germany) 

 
CarbopolTM 971P 

Chemical name polyacrylic acid lightly cross-linked with 
allyl pentaerythritol 

Average molecular weight 109 Da
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Glass transition temperature 134–141 °C [228]
pKa 6.0
Supplier Lubrizol Corp. (Wickliffe, Ohio, USA) 

 
PolyoxTM WSR N-12K 

Chemical name polyethylene oxide
Average molecular weight 106 Da
Melting point 62–67 °C
Melt flow temperature >98 °C
Supplier Colorcon Ltd. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 
Polyethylene glycol 

Average molecular weight 20,000 Da
Melting point 63 °C
Supplier Merck Kft. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 
Porcine gastric mucin Type II 

Bound sialic acid ~1%
Supplier Sigma Aldrich Kft. (Budapest, Hungary) 

 
Vivapur 102  

Chemical name Microcrystalline cellulose
Average particle size 90–150 μm
Supplier JRS Pharma LP (Patterson, NY, USA) 

 
Electrospinning solvents were of reagent grade and purchased from Merck Kft 

(Budapest, Hungary). Non-cited data were measured prior to study or came with the 
manufacturer’s specification. 

3.2 Electrospinning of API solid dispersions 

The common solution of API and excipient(s) was loaded in syringes and fed at a 
constant rate with a syringe pump (SEP-10S Plus, Aitecs, Vilnius, Lithuania) onto a 
spinneret. A high voltage supply (NT-35 High Voltage DC Supply, MA 2000, 
Nagykanizsa, Hungary) applied high tension (5–35 kV) between the spinneret and an 
earthed aluminium sheet, which was used to collect the fine fibres. The exact values of 
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process parameters for each experiment are given in the corresponding subsections of 
Results and Discussion. 

 
Scaling up was realised through the following production sizes: 
1. Single-needle electrospinning (SNES): The spinneret was a single needle with 

a 0.5 mm inner hole diameter. 
2. Electroblowing (EB): The spinneret was part of a pneumatic nebuliser. 

Pressurised air, erupting together with the liquid jet, could improve efficiency of 
fibre formation and hence productivity of electrospinning. 

3. High-speed electrospinning (HSES): The spinneret had sharp edges and a 
spherical cap geometry, connected to a high-speed motor. The rotational speed 
(25,000 rpm) of the spinneret was fixed during each experiment [vi]. 

3.3 Mini-scale melt extrusion of API solid dispersions 

The melt extruded solid dispersions were produced on a laboratory scale using a 
HAAKE MiniLab II (Thermo-Haake, Karlsruhe, Germany) conical twin screw 
compounder. Residence time could be adjusted independently from screw speed using 
the recirculation mode of the instrument. Dry premix of powdery components was 
introduced into the thermostated barrel through the hopper. Temperature and screw 
speed were kept constant during each extrusion. 

 
Downstream processing method A (for the mucoadhesive formulations) 
After solidification the extruded strands were ground to particles with diameters 

typically less than 1.0 mm using an MF10 microfine grinder (IKA, Staufen, Germany). 
In some cases, liquid N2 was used to render the material rigid enough before grinding. 
The grains were compressed into round flat tablets with a diameter of 12 mm applying 
200 bar of pressure (Camilla OL95, Manfredi, Torino, Italy). No tableting excipients 
were used. The mass of matrix tablets was 1 g in the case of dissolution tests, while 
thinner discs with a width of 1 mm were pressed for Raman mappings and 
mucoadhesion testing. 
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3.4 Scaled-up melt extrusion aided by supercritical carbon dioxide 

Supercritical-CO2-aided melt extrusion of API–polymer mixtures was performed on 
a single-screw extruder (SCAMEX, Crosne, France), the description of which can be 
found in the literature [229]. Hopper temperature was fixed at 50 °C. Barrel temperature 
was controlled separately in 5 zones: T1 and T2 before the CO2 injection point, T3 and T4 
after it, while T5 was the temperature of the die. T1 was fixed at 100 °C for all experiments, 
while T2–T5 had always the same value, which is hereafter simply referred to as 
temperature, T. Temperature of the melt was measured at two points: Tm1 between the 
zones T3 and T4, and Tm2 immediately before the die. Extrudates were cooled with 
compressed air at ambient temperature after leaving the instrument. Screw speed was 
adjusted to a value that ensured the desired melt throughput (mass flow rate). Pressure 
was measured in 4 different points: P1 in the CO2 injection point, P4 in the die, P2 and P3 
between the two previous points. Pressure profile was controlled by constricting the 
cross-sectional area of the channel in a home-made die by means of a central pin. The 
pressure profile is characterised by the value of P4 in this dissertation. CO2, which had 
been cooled to 5 °C, was pumped into the barrel with a constant volumetric flow rate 
using a pressure bearing syringe pump (260D, ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA). CO2 density 
obtained from the website of NIST [230] and calculated with the Span and Wagner 
equation of state [231] was used to determine the CO2 mass flow rate and the CO2 mass 
percentage in the melt. 

3.5 Scanning electron microscopy 

Microscopic sample morphology was investigated by means of a JEOL 6380LVa 
(JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) type scanning electron microscope. Each specimen was fixed with 
conductive double-sided carbon adhesive tape and sputtered with gold or gold–
palladium alloy (using a JEOL 1200 instrument) in order to avoid electrostatic charging. 

3.6 Measurement of foam porosity and cell density 

Porosity (ε) of extruded foams was calculated from their apparent density (ρapp) and 
the density of a non-foamed extrudate of the same composition (ρ) as ε = 1 − (ρapp / ρ). 
ρapp was determined from weight and dimensional measurements (repeated 3 times using 
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different parts of the samples), while ρ was measured using helium pycnometry 
(AccuPYC 1330, Micromeritics, Norcross, GA, USA). Owing to the die geometry, a 
wider empty channel was present in the middle of solidified extrudates, which was not 
considered to be part of the foams and hence excluded from calculations. 

Cell density (n) of foamed extrudates was calculated from the cell number on SEM 
images (N), the scanned area (A) and the densities defined above, using the formula 
below. Value n expresses the number of cells that have evolved in a volumetric unit of 
the non-foamed melt. 

 = ( ) ×  Eq. 3.6-1 
 

3.7 High performance liquid chromatography 

The degree of spironolactone to canrenone degradation in Eudragit E extrudates was 
determined using high performance liquid chromatography. 

 
Method A (based on Ph. Eur. 5.0) 
Extruded samples were ground, and powder nominally equivalent to 2.5 mg 

spironolactone was dissolved in a 10 ml volumetric flask using the phosphoric acid (pH 
1.6; 0.1 M)–acetonitrile–tetrahydrofuran (500:54:125, v/v/v) mobile phase as solvent. 
After sonication and passing the liquid through a 0.45 μm filter, 20 μl of the solution was 
injected onto the Alltech® Inertsil ODS-2 column (5 μm; 250 mm × 4.6 mm) of an Agilent 
1200 series HPLC system. Isocratic elution was performed at 25 °C and a flow rate of 
1.0 ml/min, with the mobile phase described above. Chromatograms were recorded at 
254 nm (for spironolactone and impurities) and 283 nm (for canrenone), using an 
Agilent 1200 series Diode Array Detector (G1315B). 

Chromatographic examinations of extrudates showed that the prevalent and in most 
cases the only decomposition product of spironolactone was canrenone. Therefore, the 
degree of drug degradation (xd) was calculated as the molar concentration of canrenone 
divided by the sum of canrenone and spironolactone molar concentrations. (The 
difference in molar extinctions of spironolactone and canrenone was taken into account 
by calibration.) 
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Method B (based on Ph. Eur. 7) 
Ground extrudates were dissolved (nominally 1 mg of spironolactone in a millilitre 

of a 1:1 mixture of methanol and 0.1 M acetic acid). Twenty microlitres of the solution 
were isocratically chromatographed on an Agilent Eclipse XDB-C18 5 μm (4.6 mm × 
150 mm) column thermostated to 40 °C, using an Agilent 1200 HPLC coupled with an 
Agilent 6130 Quadrupole MS system (Santa Clara, California, USA). The eluent had the 
following composition: 1.5% acetonitrile, 2.0% tetrahydrofurane, 42.5% methanol and 
54.0% 0.1 M acetic acid, while it had a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min. Detected compounds were 
identified by their characteristic MS peaks as well as their UV absorption peaks. 

Chromatographic examinations of extrudates showed that the prevalent and in most 
cases the only decomposition product of spironolactone was canrenone. Therefore, the 
degree of drug degradation (xd) was calculated as the molar concentration of canrenone 
divided by the sum of canrenone and spironolactone molar concentrations. (The 
difference in molar extinctions of spironolactone and canrenone was taken into account 
by calibration.) 

3.8 Differential scanning calorimetry 

Method A 
Differential scanning calorimetric measurements were carried out using a Setaram 

DSC 92 instrument (Caluire, France). Sample weight was between 10 and 15 mg. 
Temperature programme and atmosphere are given separately for each experiment in 
Section 4. 

 
Method B 
Differential scanning calorimetric measurements were carried out using a TA Q2000 

instrument (New Castle, Delaware, USA). Sample weight was between 3 and 6 mg. 
Temperature programme and atmosphere are given separately for each experiment in 
Section 4. 

3.9 Powder X-ray diffraction 

Starting materials and formulations were investigated with a PANalytical X’pert Pro 
MPD X-ray diffractometer (Almelo, the Netherlands) equipped with an X’Celerator 
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detector with 0.04 sollers, using Cu K  radiation (1.542 Å) and Ni filter. The applied 
voltage and current were 40 kV and 30 mA, respectively. The samples were analysed 
between 4° and 42° 2θ in reflection mode. Automatic divergence and anti-scatter slits 
were used to provide 20 mm irradiated length. 

3.10 Transmission Raman spectroscopy 

Transmission Raman spectra were recorded using an AccuRA spectroscope (Horiba 
Jobin Yvon, Longjumeau, France) with a 785 nm diode laser source and CCD detector. 
No sample preparation was needed. The test took 40 s for a sample; spectrum acquisition 
and processing were carried out using LabSpec 5.41 software (Horiba Jobin-Yvon). 

3.11 Confocal Raman mapping 

Backscattering Raman spectra were collected using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRAM 
system coupled with an external 785 nm diode laser source (spot size: 200 μm) and an 
Olympus BX-40 optical microscope. A confocal objective of 10× magnification was used. 
Non-ground extrudates were compressed into flat discs (Camilla OL95, Manfredi, 
Torino, Italy) and their surface was mapped in equidistant points. Acquisition, spectrum 
processing and visualisation of maps were performed using the LabSpec 5.41 (Horiba 
Jobin-Yvon) software. 

3.12 Chemometrical evaluation of Raman maps 

The mean spectrum of the spironolactone maps was baseline-corrected and subjected 
to modelling steps, which were performed with the method of classical least squares 
(CLS). The spectroscopic concentrations (scores) of canrenone (scan) and spironolactone 
(sspi)  were computed based on the spectral range between 1550 and 1800 cm−1, using the 
spectra of pure Eudragit E, canrenone, crystalline and amorphous spironolactone, which 
had been collected on the same device under the same conditions. Amorphous 
spironolactone was prepared by electrospraying, and the spectrum of crystalline 
canrenone was used as an approximation. (Based on HPLC measurements, canrenone 
could be considered to be the only decomposition product that was present in a 
significant amount in the extrudates). As the spectra of the amorphous and crystalline 
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API were quite similar regarding overall intensity and Raman shifts, the accurate 
determination of their ratio was performed based on the range between 1685 and 
1695 cm−1 of the first derivative spectrum, in which there was a characteristic and well-
measurable difference between the two forms. As the spectral intensities of the two forms 
were very similar, component spectra were not normalised. 

3.13 In vitro drug dissolution testing 

Method A 
Dissolution tests were performed using an Erweka DT6 instrument (Erweka, 

Heusenstamm, Germany). Samples (5 ml) were taken from the medium, maintained at 
(37.0 ± 0.5) °C, at predefined time points and were not replaced with fresh medium. 
Absorbance was measured on a Hewlett-Packard HP 8452A UV-VIS spectrophotometer 
(Palo Alto, USA), using a diode array detector. 

 
Method B 
Dissolution was tested for dissolution at (37.0 ± 0.5) °C using a PTWS 600 instrument 

(Pharma Test Apparatebau AG, Hainburg, Germany). Samples were taken at predefined 
time points (washing period prior to sampling was 30 s) and were analysed on-line on a 
Hewlett-Packard HP 8453G UV-VIS spectrophotometer (Palo Alto, USA), using a diode 
array detector, then brought back to the dissolution vessel. 

3.14 Pharmacokinetics in rats 

All animal studies were completed under appropriate national and international 
guidelines. Male Sprague-Dawley (n=5) rats were dosed with the formulations of interest 
by gavage in 0.5% Methocel. At various time points post-doing (30 min, 1, 2, 4, 7 and 
24 h) blood was collected from the tail vein into Multvente® 600 K3E tubes (Sarstedt) and 
immediately placed on ice. Sample were centrifuged at 4 °C for 10 min at 1900×g (g: the 
gravitational acceleration) to separate plasma and subsequently stored at <18 °C 
protected from light until analysed. Drug was quantitated using a validated (linearity, 
upper and lower limits of quantitation, accuracy and precision) LC-MS/MS method. The 
lower limit of quantitation was determined to be 0.1 ng/mL. Data on drug levels obtained 
from plasma samples were normalised for the amount of compound administered, the 
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weight of the individual animals and used to determine a number of pharmacokinetic 
parameters using WinNonlin® Professional (Pharsight, Mountain View, CA, USA). A 
non-compartmental analysis using the log-linear trapezoid rule with a log-linear 
extrapolation was applied. 

3.15 Three-point bending 

Three-point bending was carried out with a Q800 (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, 
USA) dynamic mechanical analyser at room temperature with cylindrical sample 
geometry, using a preload force of 0.001 N. The load was increased continuously with a 
rate of 3 N/min until the fracture of the sample or up to 18 N.  

3.16 Measurement of mucoadhesion 

Adhesion of extruded formulations and starting materials to porcine stomach mucin 
(Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was measured by tensile tests with an AR2000 
rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). Using the parallel plate setup, flat 
discs with a diameter of 12 mm and a width of 1 mm were fixed with cyanoacrylate-based 
glue in the centre of the surface of each plate: a disc compressed from 50% 
microcrystalline cellulose and 50% mucin to the upper plate and a disc compressed from 
the ground extrudate to the lower plate. After wetting the discs with 0.1 M HCl for 1 min, 
excess HCl was removed and the discs were brought into contact with 1 N normal 
preload force applied for 2 min. This was followed by the tensile testing carried out at a 
constant rate of 5 μm/s until normal force became zero or until a gap of 5,000 μm was 
reached. During the tests the normal force (F)–displacement (ℓ) pairs were recorded 
every second. The work of adhesion and the maximum normal force were obtained from 
the tensile curve using the Origin 8 software (OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA, 
USA). The total work of adhesion (Wad) was calculated as the area under the tensile curve 
from the zero displacement (ℓ0) until the end of measurement (ℓmax) as =( )d .  
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A B 

 Fig. 3.16-1. Measurement of mucoadhesion by tensile testing. A: The wetted mucin and 
formulation discs brought into contact, B: a photo of the rheometer plate setup taken in the course 
of testing  
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4 Results and Discussion 
 
Taking into account the challenges and potential answers summarised in the 

literature survey, the following series of experiments were planned in this work. 
1. development of mucoadhesive and at the same time release-prolonging melt 

extruded dosage forms of trimetazidine 2HCl on polyacrylic acid/polyethylene 
oxide basis according to a regular experimental design 

2. melt extrusion of immediate-release spironolactone/Eudragit E solid dispersions 
according to a factorial experimental design so that the advantages of transmission 
Raman spectrometry in the non-invasive characterisation of the purity and 
residual crystallinity of solid dispersions can be identified and so that the influence 
of process parameters on amorphisation and drug degradation can be evaluated 
based on the Raman estimations 

3. foaming of spironolactone/Eudragit E solid dispersions in order to investigate the 
feasibility of supercritical-fluid melt extrusion technology, the relationship 
between process parameters and foam structure and the reduction of drug 
degradation 

4. polymer-free electrospinning of the poorly water soluble drug spironolactone with 
HPβCD for dissolution enhancement, without heat stress 

5. preparation of well wettable PVP electrospun spironolactone nanofibres using 
HPβCD as additive,  and thereby accelerating the dissolution of formulations of 
high drug load and preventing precipitation after the fast dissolution 

6. development of grindable electrospun solid dosage forms for flubendazole on 
HPβCD basis followed by scale-up 
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4.1 Melt-extruded sustained-release mucoadhesive dosage forms 

Rationale and aims 
Trimetazidine dihydrochloride (TMZ) is an anti-ischemic agent administered for the 

treatment and prophylaxis of angina pectoris and is usually given three times a day [232]. 
It has an absorption window in the stomach and the small intestines [233]. Limitation of 
its use is its short half-life [234] because its fast absorption results in great difference in 
peak and trough plasma levels at steady state [235]. Various dosage forms have been 
developed to slow down the release of the good-water-soluble TMZ, such as floating 
microspheres [40], core pellets, capsules [41], granules [236] and matrix tablets [42]. 
Surprisingly, formulation of TMZ by melt extrusion has not yet been reported in studies 
in spite of the advantages of this continuous solvent-free process. TMZ, in turn, is a 
prospective candidate for manufacturing sustained-release mucoadhesive formulations 
that release the drug gradually in the stomach [234]. 

The recently developed continuous pharmaceutical manufacturing lines are centred 
around extrusion or kneading. Melt extrusion is one of the potential continuous 
processes to be an important building stone of PAT-based technologies. It is a severe 
limitation of the melt extrusion of sustained-release (SR) mucoadhesive systems that 
there are only few polymer matrices of pharmaceutical grade that are thermoplastic and 
hence extrudable, drug-release-prolonging and have adequate mucoadhesion [49] at the 
same time, e.g. hydroxypropyl cellulose [237], polyethylene oxide [174] and acrylate 
derivatives [238]. Preparation of multicomponent systems can enable adjustment or 
fine-tuning of functional properties of the known polymer matrices, because in their 
case, the desired adhesion and drug release can be reached by optimising the 
composition of these systems [239,240]. A multicomponent mucoadhesive SR system 
with high potential is that consisting of partially cross-linked polyacrylic acid and 
polyethylene oxide [241]. They have been melt-extruded with HPMC matrix to produce 
abuse-deterrent and tamper-resistant formulations [242], and these polymers were used 
as mucoadhesive additives in extruded strands [240]. At the same time, the applicability 
of the innovative melt extrusion technology to process a system with the combination of 
partially cross-linked polyacrylic acid and polyethylene oxide has not yet been 
investigated. 
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The following investigation aimed at understanding how SR capability and 
mucoadhesion of melt-extruded formulations are influenced by the composition of 
matrices consisting of (1) partially cross-linked polyacrylic acid (Carbopol® 971, 
abbreviated as CP), (2) water-soluble polyethylene oxide resin (POLYOXTM WSR N-12K, 
PEO) with a molecular weight of 1 million Da and (3) polyethylene glycol (PEG) with a 
molecular weight of 20,000 Da. CP, PEO and PEG were chosen as matrix materials 
because the strong secondary interactions between the –COOH groups of CP and –O– 
groups of PEO and PEG were supposed to hinder the disintegration of the formulations, 
thus retarding the release of the API. H-bonds that can form between the matrix 
components and mucin in the gastric environment enhance the mucoadhesive 
properties of these polymers. CP 971 was chosen from the Carbopol grades because it is 
polymerised in ethyl acetate and has no residual benzene content, which makes it 
toxicologically preferable [243]. It has been used as an additive to prepare stomach-
specific mucoadhesive formulations [244]. The application of low-molecular-mass 
polyethylene glycol as plasticiser was necessary to maintain adequate processability in 
lower temperature ranges, e.g. at 100 °C. PEG was a promising option, as it was supposed 
to help maintain the cohesive network of the matrix polymers.  Melt extrusion could be 
supposed to alter the conformation of processed polymers [245,246] and establish 
secondary interactions between components [247], which was assumed to affect product 
properties in an advantageous way. 

 
Table 4.1-1. Compositions of the melt extruded trimetazidine 2HCl formulations 

 Composition (mass%) 
Sample name CP PEO PEG TMZ 
T_60/10/10 60 10 10 20 
T_20/50/10 20 50 10 20 
T_20/10/50 20 10 50 20 
T_40/30/10 40 30 10 20 
T_40/10/30 40 10 30 20 
T_20/30/30 20 30 30 20 
T_47/17/17 47 17 17 20 
T_27/37/17 27 37 17 20 
T_27/17/37 27 17 37 20 
T_33/23/23 33 23 23 20 

Screw speed: 20 rpm; temperature: 100 °C; flush mode 
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4.1.1 Preparation of the extruded strands 

The effect of the matrix composition (CP, PEO and PEG percentages) of extrudates 
on mucoadhesion and dissolution was investigated according to a simplex-lattice 
triangular experimental design augmented with interior points and centroid 
(polynomial degree: 2) (Table 4.1-1, Fig. 4.1-1). All the formulations prepared according 
to Section 3.3 (method A) contained 20% API. The sample names were generated from 
the CP, PEO and PEG percentages in this order, separated by slashes. 
 

 
Fig. 4.1-1. The simplex-lattice triangular experimental design that was used to determine the 
extrudate compositions 
 
 
4.1.2 Crystallinity of the extrudates 

PXRD screens were performed on all the samples in order to obtain information 
about the crystallinity of the API in the extrudates. PEO and PEG had characteristic 
intensive diffraction peaks and their diffractograms were almost identical. CP showed a 
halo, which is characteristic of amorphous materials, while the peaks of TMZ were sharp 
and easy to detect (Fig. 4.1-2:A). 
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A B 
Fig. 4.1-2. X-ray scattering curves A: of the raw materials (a) crystalline TMZ, (b) CP, (c) PEO, 
(d) PEG; B: of the compositions (a) T_33/23/23 physical mixture, (b) T_20/10/50, (c) T_60/10/10, 
(d) T_20/50/10, (e) T_40/10/30, (f) T_40/30/10, (g) T_20/30/30, (h) T_33/23/23, (i) T_27/17/37, 
(j) T_47/17/17, (k) T_27/37/17 

 
The results show that all the solid dispersions contained crystalline TMZ in a 

detectable amount; the API underwent no or very slight amorphisation in the extrusion 
process (Fig. 4.1-2:B). The diffractograms of T_33/23/23 (i.e. the sample in the middle 
of the experimental design) and a physical mixture with an identical composition were 
very similar (Fig. 4.1-3). In fact, the ratios of peak intensities were barely the same when 
the TMZ peaks were compared to the PEG/PEO peaks. However the smaller intensities 
of the API peaks at about 16.3° and 17.2° 2θ in the case of the extrudate indicate that 
perhaps a small portion of the API underwent amorphisation. The high degree of 
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crystallinity can also be explained with solubility parameter calculations, performed 
according to Hoftyzer and Van Krevelen (Section 2.2.5). TMZ (its base form) was found 
to be poorly miscible with CP and PEO/PEG, with the difference in solubility parameters 
being higher than 5 MPa1/2 (6.4 and 6.3 MPa1/2, respectively). 

 

 
Fig. 4.1-3. Baseline-corrected and normalised diffractograms of T_33/23/23 (black) and the 
physical mixture with identical composition (grey) 

 
 
4.1.3 Effect of composition on mucoadhesive properties 

The mucoadhesion of the melt-extruded formulations and the non-processed 
starting materials was measured by tensile testing after bringing them in contact with 
wet mucin. Maximum normal forces varied typically between 1.0 and 3.5 N for the 
starting materials and the formulations, but no composition dependence of these values 
was noticeable. On the other hand, the work of adhesion (Wad), calculated as the area 
under the tensile curve, tended to depend on the composition. In accordance with the 
relevant sources in the literature, it was treated as the characteristic attribute. Among the 
starting materials having good mucoadhesion, PEO proved to have the best adhesive 
properties, CP was slightly less adhesive, while PEG interacted least with mucin (Table 
4.1-2). TMZ was assumed to have no mucoadhesion. The expected mucoadhesion of the 
extrudates ( ) was calculated as the linear combination of the component adhesion 
works, using the mass percentages of the polymers in the formulation as weights (Table 
4.1-2). Comparison of the measured and theoretical values in the case of the extruded 
formulations enabled the observation of the adhesion-modifying effect of melt extrusion. 
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The significance of the difference was determined using Welch’s t test, at a significance 
level of 10% [248]. 

 
Table 4.1-2. Measured and theoretical mucoadhesive work of extruded formulations and starting 
materials 

 Composition (wt%) Wad 
(μJ) 

adt  
(μJ) 

Number of 
tests 

Significant 
synergism CP PEO PEG TMZ 

CP 100 0 0 0 194 ± 32  3  
PEO 0 100 0 0 220 ± 40  3  
PEG 0 0 100 0  41 ± 8  3  
T_60/10/10 60 10 10 20 162 ± 35 143 ± 19 3 no 
T_20/50/10 20 50 10 20 111 ± 20 153 ± 21 3 no 
T_20/10/50 20 10 50 20 201 ± 37  81 ± 9 5 yes 
T_40/30/10 40 30 10 20 126 ± 25 148 ± 18 3 no 
T_40/10/30 40 10 30 20 155 ± 38 112 ± 14 3 no 
T_20/30/30 20 30 30 20 456 ± 63 117 ± 14 3 yes 
T_47/17/17 47 17 17 20 164 ± 57 134 ± 16 6 no 
T_27/37/17 27 37 17 20 312 ± 12 139 ± 17 3 yes 
T_27/17/37 27 17 37 20 160 ± 17 103 ± 11 5 yes 
T_33/23/23 33 23 23 20 172 ± 19 126 ± 14 3 yes 

 
A clear conclusion of Table 4.1-2 is that the mucoadhesion of some extrudates was 

significantly different, namely higher, than the expected values. This phenomenon can 
be explained by the plasticising effect of small molecular PEG, by which it modifies the 
original structure of the other polymers with which it interacts. PEG may have made the 
H-bond acceptor and donor sites more accessible for mucin, and interpenetration of the 
chains can also have been more effective owing to the loosened network. Carbopol has 
already been found to gel in small-molecular-weight PEG [243], which also confirms this 
reasoning. As expected, PEG could interact more with PEO than with CP, owing to its 
better miscibility with the former. The highest synergism was achieved in the case of 
T_20/30/30, in which the ratio of PEO and PEG was 1:1, and CP content was low. On 
the contrary, the Wad of T_40/10/30 containing the same amount of PEG did not differ 
reasonably from its . Table 4.1-2 shows that in many cases, Wad showed no significant 
deviation from , typically when CP w% was high and/or when PEG w% was low (e.g. 
T_60/10/10, T_47/17/17, T_40/30/10). As the small amount of PEG plasticiser could not 
space apart the largest part of the CP and PEO chains, and acted only as a lubricant, melt 
extrusion processing had no big influence on CP and PEO conformation and hence 
adhesion. 
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Fig. 4.1-4. Dissolution curves of crystalline trimetazidine 2HCl and TMZ matrix tablets in acidic 
medium 
Sample preparation: tablet compression (mass: 1 g, diameter: 1.2 cm, shape: round); Dose: 
200 mg; Method: B; Medium: 0.1 M HCl (500 ml); Apparatus: paddle; Stirring speed: 100 rpm; 
Detection: 269 nm 
 

 
4.1.4 Effect of composition on dissolution properties 

The drug-release-prolonging effect of the different matrices was examined in vitro 
(Section 3.13, Method B), by testing tablets compressed from the 10 solid dispersions of 
different compositions. While crystalline TMZ dissolved very fast in acidic medium (Fig. 
4.1-4), drug release from the solid dispersions was remarkably retarded. This can be 
explained by the secondary bonds that were established between the –COOH and –O– 
groups of CP and PEO/PEG, respectively, during melt extrusion. In the case of 
T_20/30/30, T_20/10/50 and T_27/37/17, about 80% of TMZ was released in 10 h, and 
total dissolution was achieved in 1020 min. The highest SR performance was achieved in 
the case of T_60/10/10, which released only half of its drug content in 10 h, and total 
dissolution could not be achieved during the test. 
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The dependence of dissolution rate on matrix composition was evaluated using the 
dissolution efficiencies (DE) calculated for the first 8 h, i.e. the areas under the 
dissolution curves from 0 to 480 min. The values were plotted over the diagram of the 
triangular experimental design (Fig. 4.1-5), and fitting a quadratic function on the DE 
values was attempted. The ANOVA results showed that only the linear components (i.e. 
the percentages of CP, PEO and PEG) had significant effect on DE (p = 0.003), while 
interactions could be neglected (p = 0.771). Thus, a linear function with the formula in 
Eq. 4.1-1 described the behaviour of CP–PEO–PEG systems adequately. 

 DE × 1 min = 343 + 533 + 555 17,744% Eq. 4.1-1 

wCP: weight percentage of CP in the extrudate (%) 
wPEO: weight percentage of PEO in the extrudate (%) 
wPEG: weight percentage of PEG in the extrudate (%) 

 

The grey surface in Fig. 4.1-5:A shows the predicted values over the examined space, 
while Fig. 4.1-5:B shows that observed and predicted values correlated moderately. CP 
had clearly the greatest influence on dissolution. The more CP the matrix contained, the 
more prolonged the release was, most likely on account of a salt formation between 
trimetazidine and polymetacrylic acid and the decreased percentage of the well acid-
soluble matrix components. A faster out-diffusion of one matrix component can 
accelerate drug dissolution, as shown by Raman mappings [249]. Taking the coefficients 
of the fitted function into account, we can suppose that the PEO/PEG ratio had no 
notable influence on DE, which is surprising. In general, replacing a part of PEO with a 
faster dissolving matrix component (PEG) could be anticipated to accelerate 
disintegration and hence dissolution. Such an observation could not be made. 
Establishment of secondary interpolymer interactions between CP and PEG and hence 
decreasing of PEG mobility can account for this outcome. 
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A 

 

 
B 

Fig. 4.1-5. A) DE of matrix tablets in acidic medium; B) Comparison of predicted and observed 
DE values 
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4.1.5 Conclusions regarding mucoadhesive sustained-release formulations 

It was shown that melt extrusion can be employed to manufacture sustained-release 
mucoadhesive matrix formulations of trimetazidine 2HCl, a drug compound of high 
water solubility and short half-life. The mixture of Carbopol 971, polyethylene oxide and 
polyethylene glycol proved to be a robust polymer system that enables the matrix 
composition to be changed in wide ranges and hence functional properties to be 
adjusted. 

The matrix tablets pressed from the ground extrudates retarded drug release for more 
than 10 h during the in vitro dissolution tests. This can be ascribed to the interpolymer 
interactions, which hindered the diffusion of the dissolution medium into the tablet and 
the out-diffusion of the API. As powder X-ray diffraction tests showed that the API did 
not undergo polymorphic transformation during processing, this sustained-release 
behaviour can be ascribed to the matrix of the extrudate alone. The dissolution profile 
was found to be adjustable by changing the matrix composition of the CP/PEO/PEG 
system.  

The conclusion of the mucoadhesion measurements is that the adhesion work of the 
formulations can be significantly higher than what can be expected from the 
mucoadhesion of polymer components, and similarly to dissolution efficiency, this 
property is also adjustable by modifying the matrix composition. Assuming the goal that 
the highest possible mucoadhesion and the slowest possible drug release are to achieve, 
a compromise is necessary when the optimum composition is to be determined, because 
of the dissimilar dependence of these properties on composition. The regression 
functions obtained by this evaluation help find the optimum composition. 

 
Related publications: [xviii, xxv]. 
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4.2 Dissolution improvement of spironolactone by melt extrusion 

Rationale and aims 
The possibility of drug amorphisation makes melt extrusion feasible to solve the 

bioavailability issues of BCS II-classified APIs. Amorphisation by melt extrusion can be 
realised above and below the melting temperature of the API. Although the molten API 
mixes intensively with the polymer melt, this often results in drug degradation. 
Therefore, dissolving the API crystals in the polymer melt is generally considered to be 
the safer way (Section 2.3.4). 

The outcome of the amorphisation-by-dissolution process can, however, depend on 
the process parameters, such as temperature and screw speed [161]. As no studies had 
been carried out according to a broad experimental design to investigate this parameter 
dependence, we intended to investigate systematically how process parameters such as 
temperature, residence time and screw speed, and drug load affected the amorphisation 
of a crystalline model compound. The cationic Eudragit E copolymer was chosen as 
matrix owing to its fast dissolution in acidic medium and good extrudability [250]. 

 
 

4.2.1 Selection of the model drug compound 

The model API on the amorphisation of which the effects of process parameters were 
investigated was chosen from steroidal APIs, which are widely used as contraceptives 
and to treat e.g. hormonal imbalance, inflammation, fungal infection and hypertension. 

Spironolactone and prednisolone are two steroidal APIs the processing of which does 
not need special safety measures. Spironolactone is a synthetic steroid lactone of poor 
water solubility (28 mg/l [218]); a renal competitive aldosterone antagonist. 
Prednisolone is a synthetic glucocorticoid and is used to treat inflammatory and 
autoimmune diseases. The selection criteria were a high achievable amorphous drug load 
and a high need of dissolution enhancement. 
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Table 4.2-1. Calculation of the Van Krevelen solubility parameter between spironolactone and 
Eudragit E 

i  (spironolactone)  (Eudragit E) ( )   
dispersion 18.54 16.30 5.03  
polar 3.55 5.48 3.72  
H-bond 5.72 8.51 7.78  
    4.07 

 

Table 4.2-2. Calculation of the Van Krevelen solubility parameter between prednisolone and 
Eudragit E 

i  (prednisolone)  (Eudragit E) ( )   
dispersion 17.52 16.30 1.49  
polar 4.68 5.48 0.65  
H-bond 14.67 8.51 37.96  
    6.33 

 
As a first step, theoretic calculations were performed in respect of the interactions 

between the APIs and the Eudragit E monomers, using the functional group 
contribution method of Hoftyzer and van Krevelen [92]. The solubility parameters were 
found to be close for spironolactone and Eudragit E (Δδ = 4.07 MPa1/2, Table 4.2-1), 
while Δδ was higher (6.33 MPa1/2, Table 4.2-2) in the case of prednisolone. An API can 
be expected to be well-soluble in the matrix when Δδ is smaller than 5.0 MPa1/2; thus, 
Eudragit E was anticipated to enable the molecular dispersion of spironolactone with a 
higher drug load than that of prednisolone. 

The adequacy of the calculations was proven by the powder X-ray diffraction curves 
of some experimental extrudates. Both 10% spironolactone and 10% prednisolone were 
extruded with 90% Eudragit E under various circumstances (the screw speed was 20 rpm 
in each case). Fig. 4.2-1 shows that 10% prednisolone could be entirely amorphised 
neither at 130 °C, nor at 150 °C. Even when the residence time inside the extruder was 
prolonged to 11 min, some crystalline API remained in Eudragit E. Only when the drug 
load was reduced to 5% could the drug be dissolved in the melt entirely. 

When spironolactone was extruded under the same conditions, a residence time of 
2.75 min was enough at 150 °C to achieve full amorphisation even with a drug load of 
10%. (The respective data are included in Fig. 4.2-4, which displays the results of the 
broader examination of the spironolactone system, discussed hereafter.) 

Besides the higher achievable amorphous drug load, the poorer in vitro dissolution of 
crystalline spironolactone made it preferable as a model of compounds needing 
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dissolution enhancement. While crystalline spironolactone is clearly BCS II classified, 
crystalline prednisolone is often treated as a moderately well dissolving (BCS I) 
compound [251]. Taking all these into account, further experiments were carried out 
using spironolactone. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2-1. Powder X-ray diffraction curves of prednisolone extrudates (drug load / temperature / 
residence time) (a) 10% / 130 °C / 2.75 min, (b) 10% / 150 °C / 2.75 min, (c) 10% / 150 °C / 11 min, 
(d) 5% / 150 °C / 2.75 min, (e) 5% / 150 °C / 11 min, (f) crystalline prednisolone 

 
 

4.2.2 Preparation of melt-extruded spironolactone formulations 

Solid dispersions were prepared with different spironolactone loads (10, 20 and 30%) 
and using different combinations of the three main process parameters. The levels for 
the zone temperature of the extruder were chosen in 20 °C steps above the minimum 
temperature of extrusion, 110 °C. We aimed at investigating whether a low screw speed 
can be the bottle neck of the amorphisation process. Therefore, 20 and 40 rpm were 
chosen as levels for the rotational speed of the twin screws. During extrusion, the 
dissolution rate of the API crystals in the melt is continuously slowing while the system 
is coming closer to saturation. Hence it was supposed that the time dependence of this 
process resembles a square root function (similarly to the usual time-dependence of in 
vitro dissolution curves). For this reason, the square root of the approximated residence 
time ( 2.75, 11.00 and 24.75 min1/2) was used as factor instead of setting equidistant 
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values for residence time itself. The design for sample preparation, consisting of 54 
(2×33) experimental points, is shown in Table 4.2-3. 

 
Table 4.2-3. Experimental design for the melt extrusion of spironolactone 

Factor  Lower 
value 

Medium 
value 

Higher 
value 

Screw speed, n (rpm) 20 — 40 
Drug load, wAPI (mass%) 10 20 30 
Temperature, T (°C) 110 130 150 
Square root of residence time,  (min1/2) 1.66 3.32 4.97 

 
The sample names were composed from the extrusion circumstances in the order of 

drug load, temperature, rounded residence time and screw speed, separated by slashes: 
e.g. S_10/130/25/20. 
 

 
Fig. 4.2-2. Scanning electron microscopic images of extruded solid dispersions. 
(A) S_30/150/3/20, (B) S_10/130/3/20, (C) S_10/130/25/20 
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 The morphology of the solid dispersions was examined by scanning electron 

microscopy on fractured surfaces. The API crystals and the glassy polymer formed 
separate phases, hence the crystalline parts could be easily identified (Fig. 4.2-2). In a 
number of the samples, the crystal diameters fell between 10 and 20 μm and they were 
very well observable, as in the case of S_30/150/3/20 (Fig. 4.2-2:A) and S_10/130/3/20 
(Fig. 4.2-2:B). Other samples, such as S_10/130/25/20 (Fig. 4.2-2:C), were supposed to 
be totally amorphous as no sign of a second phase could be observed on the fractured 
surface and the extrudates were transparent. 

 
 

4.2.3 Examination of amorphisation 

All the produced samples were screened for crystallinity by powder X-ray diffraction 
(PXRD). Eudragit E caused no diffraction, while the peaks of crystalline spironolactone 
were well observable (Fig. 4.2-3), hence crystallinity could be easily detected using this 
technique. 

 
Fig. 4.2-3. X-ray scattering curves of crystalline spironolactone and selected solid dispersions. 
a) crystalline spironolactone, b) S_10/110/3/20, c) S_10/110/3/40, d) S_10/110/25/20, 
e) S_10/130/25/20, f) S_20/130/25/20, g) S_20/130/25/40, h) S_20/150/25/20, i) S_30/150/25/20 
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Fig. 4.2-4 shows whether or not the different samples contained residual crystals 
detectable by PXRD. It is clearly visible that the circumstances needed for the complete 
dissolution of the API in the polymer melt changed notably with processing temperature, 
residence time and drug load, while shear rate (screw speed) had no or minor importance 
in the investigated range, most likely owing to the independence of residence time from 
melt throughput in the present experimental setup. Therefore, this result indicates that 
the shear force was already high enough at 20 rpm to ensure the transport of the 
dissolved API molecules from the diffusion layer that was formed around the 
spironolactone crystals. 

 

 
Fig. 4.2-4. Presence of API crystals in the spironolactone extrudates prepared under different 
circumstances (stacking left column: drug load, left columns: residence time, stacking top row: 
screw speed, top rows: temperature). Shades indicate whether crystalline peaks could (dark grey) 
/ could not (light grey) be observed by PXRD 

 
The elevation of temperature improved the solubility of the drug in Eudragit E. 

Accordingly, at 130 °C only a drug load of 10% spironolactone could be fully dissolved, 
while 150 °C was necessary to prepare some 20- and 30%-spironolactone solid 
dispersions in which PXRD detected no crystals. It was shown that dissolution in the 
melt can be a time-consuming process. Ten percent API could not be dissolved entirely 
at 130 °C when the residence time was only 3 min, but it was possible in 25 min. A similar 
observation was made in the case of 30%-API samples at 150 °C. At the same time, when 
the saturation point in the melt was far above the API content of the powder mixture 
(for example in the case of 10%-API samples at 150 °C), spironolactone entirely dissolved 
in Eudragit E in the first few minutes. 
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4.2.4 Stability of the amorphous state over storage 

The polymorphic form of drug particles must not change during storage because such 
a transformation could modify the therapeutic effect of the active agent. Of course, this 
holds true for the amorphous form as well. 

Based on the results of the PXRD screens, three amorphous samples containing 10, 
20 and 30% API were selected for 3- and 6-month stability tests. Unground extrudates 
were stored at 25 °C and a relative humidity of 40%. Fig. 4.2-5 shows that no significant 
crystallisation could be observed by PXRD in either case. This indicates that Eudragit E 
is a suitable matrix to prevent the migration and crystallisation of the dispersed 
spironolactone. 

 

A B 
Fig. 4.2-5. PXRD curves of fully amorphous solid dispersions A: after 3 months and 
B: after 6 months. (a) S_10/130/25/20, (b) S_20/150/25/20, (c) S_30/150/25/20 

 
 

4.2.5 Dissolution enhancement 

Selected solid dispersions were tested in vitro for dissolution. While pure crystalline 
spironolactone dissolved very slowly in acidic medium, more than 95% of the 
spironolactone content of all solid dispersions was dissolved in 60 min. Fig. 4.2-6 
demonstrates that a 3 min dissolution was achieved in the case of the milled 
S_10/130/25/20 solid solution, and samples partially containing the drug in its crystalline 
form (S_20/130/25/20 and S_20/110/25/20) also showed improved dissolution. 
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Fig. 4.2-6. Dissolution curves of spironolactone–Eudragit E solid dispersions and crystalline 
spironolactone 
The dissolved amount was compared to the total amount of spironolactone, which was present 
in the tested samples. The degrees of crystallinity in the legends were determined as described in 
Section 4.3.2. 
Sample preparation (extrudates): grinding (0.4 mm < dp < 0.8 mm) and wetting in the dissolution 
medium at zero time point; Dose: 5 mg (crystalline spir.: 8 mg); Method: B, Medium: 0.1 M HCl 
(900 ml), Apparatus: paddle, Stirring speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 242 nm; n = 3. 
 
 
4.2.6 Purity investigations 

The purities of the 27 spironolactone extrudates described in Section 4.2.2 were 
supposed to be different owing to the diversity in processing conditions. HPLC 
examinations showed that spironolactone had undergone degradation to some extent 
during extrusion (Section 3.7, Method A). The main decomposition product was 
canrenone by far, regardless of the applied process parameters. The amounts of any other 
impurities were negligible. Therefore, our studies concentrated to the spironolactone-
to-canrenone conversion. (Canrenone is the active metabolite of spironolactone.) 
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Table 4.2-4. API degradation in selected spironolactone–Eudragit E extrudates 

Sample name Spironolactone-to-canrenone conversion (%) 
S_30/130/3/20 2.7 
S_20/130/11/20 8.3 
S_10/130/3/20 16.3 
S_30/150/11/20 23.4 
S_10/150/25/20 28.7 

 
As crystalline spironolactone was proven by DSC studies to be stable under its 

melting point, the amorphised drug fraction was supposed to have degraded. A 
reassuring sign is the effect of drug load on product purity. While 2.7 mol% of the API 
degraded in the case of S_30/130/3/20 with 30% drug load, 16.3% decomposed when the 
drug load was only 10% (S_10/130/3/20). The influence of temperature was also notable: 
the purity of the samples prepared at 150 °C was notably poorer than of those extruded 
20 °C lower (Table 4.2-4). 

 
 

4.2.7 Conclusions regarding the melt extrusion of spironolactone 

It was shown that Eudragit E is a suitable polymer matrix to prepare immediate-
release amorphous solid dispersions from a poorly water-soluble and hence slowly 
dissolving crystalline drug. Spironolactone could be amorphised entirely by dissolution 
mechanism, and the obtained solid solutions remained amorphous over a storage of 6 
months. The efficiency of drug dissolution in the melt was shown to be largely influenced 
by the drug load, processing temperature and residence time. Moreover, these process 
parameters had an effect on product purity as well. Spironolactone was found to be liable 
to degrade during melt extrusion, which made the prepared Eudragit E-based systems a 
perfect subject on which the applicability of transmission Raman spectrometry as a non-
invasive characterisation tool could be examined. These experiments are discussed in 
Section 4.3. 
 

Related publication: [i]. 
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4.3 Non-invasive characterisation of spironolactone solid dispersions 

Rationale and aims 
Application of PAT guidelines together with QbD can increase the efficiency of an 

industrial process with regard to quality and costs. A goal of QbD is to make critical 
product attributes predictable from process parameters, while according to PAT 
guidelines, characterisation of products and the material being processed should be 
performed in-line or on-line in real time, which necessitates eligible analytical 
techniques. It is obvious that amorphisation and degradation can seriously affect product 
quality and performance and, therefore, polymorphism and purity are important 
properties to predict and monitor. 

In the study explained hereafter, the applicability of Raman spectrometry for the 
characterisation of continuously produced API solid dispersions was investigated 
through off-line measurements of amorphisation and purity, which can be the first step 
in the establishment of a real-time monitored extrusion process. The model systems were 
the immediate-release melt-extruded spironolactone formulations described in Section 
4.2. 

It was assumed that during melt extrusion, a certain molar percentage of the drug 
became amorphous without degradation (xa), another percentage degraded (xd), while 
the rest of the drug remained crystalline (xc). (xa, xc and xd add up to 100%.) High 
versatility of xd and xc was expected because of the different processing conditions for 
each extrudate. An exact quantification of effects and interactions between these 
attributes and process parameters is aided by the factorial experimental design described 
in Section 4.2.2. 

 
 

4.3.1 Non-invasive assessment of purity 

In Section 4.2.5 it was discussed that spironolactone transformed to its active 
metabolite canrenone when it was extruded with Eudragit E. Spectroscopic estimation 
of extrudate purity was attempted by using both Raman mapping and TRS. Differences 
between the samples in the extent of drug degradation could be detected using even one 
of the simplest chemometrical evaluation methods, that of the classical least squares 
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(CLS), which calculated scores for spironolactone (sspi) as well as canrenone (scan) in the 
case of the examined samples. These scores can be understood as spectroscopic 
concentrations, and thus calibration was necessary to carry out in order to make the real 
contamination extents predictable. 

By comparing the canrenone/spironolactone mole ratios (rcan/spi) obtained by HPLC 
with the Raman score ratios of canrenone and spironolactone (scan/sspi), a linear 
relationship was found (Fig. 4.3-1). The regression equation enabled the estimation of 
the real canrenone/spironolactone mole ratio (rcan/spi) from the spectroscopic results for 
each sample, and then the rcan/spi fractions could be transformed to the estimated degrees 
of drug degradation (xd) as shown in Eq. 4.3-1. 

 = 1 + 1 / × 100% Eq. 4.3-1 
 

The deviation of calibration points from the regression line indicates the limits of CLS 
data processing, namely that the technique is only eligible for the rough comparison of 
extrudates (e.g. during a development process), and applying more complex 
chemometrical methods based on detailed calibration is needed to improve the accuracy 
of quantification. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-1. Canrenone/spironolactone ratios measured using HPLC and Raman spectrometry in 
the case of selected samples 

 
In addition to the advantages of Raman mapping used in this study, TRS can have 

further benefits over HPLC. As the canrenone/spironolactone ratios of selected 
extrudates obtained by TRS correlated closely (as shown in Fig. 4.3-2) with those 
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obtained by Raman mapping in the range of the calibration in Fig. 4.3-1, TRS can just as 
well be used for non-invasive degradation testing. The measurement of an end-product 
mostly takes less than 1 min, which would accelerate quality control. The technique can 
be applied in-line and hence it can reduce waste production. Furthermore, no sample 
preparation and method development are needed for acquisition. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-2. Comparison of the canrenone/spironolactone ratios measured by transmission Raman 
spectrometry and confocal Raman mapping 

 
 

4.3.2 Quantification of residual drug crystallinity 

Attempts for xc determination using specific melting heat 
xc and xa can be calculated from the crystalline to amorphous spironolactone ratio, 

taking into account that xa + xc should be equal to 100% – xd, which latter expression was, 
in this study, determined by means of Raman mapping calibrated to HPLC (Section 
4.3.1). 

Fig. 4.3-3 indicates that crystallinity, which can usually be determined from the 
decrease in the specific melting heat of crystalline spironolactone at 210 °C, could not be 
quantified by DSC. No endothermic peak could be detected in the case of many 
formulations in which the presence of crystals was proven by PXRD. Probably the mass 
fraction of crystalline material was too low in the solid dispersions and fell below the 
detection limit of the technique. Furthermore, additional amorphisation may have taken 
place in the course of the DSC measurement because the formulation had been exposed 
to heat for a long period before 210 °C was reached. At the same time, some 
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recrystallisation (at 183 °C) and melting (at 202 °C) could be observed in the case of 
S_30/130/25/20, which also proves that the reliability of this method is rather 
questionable and can only be used for approximation as pointed out by Liu et al [119]. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-3. DSC thermograms of (a) crystalline spironolactone, (b) S_10/110/3/20, 
(c) S_10/110/11/20, (d) S_10/130/25/20, (e) S_30/130/25/20 

 
 
Applicability of Raman spectrometry 
Raman spectrometry is an eligible tool to distinguish the crystalline form of 

spironolactone from its dispersed or amorphous form. The analysis is based on the fact 
that the Raman spectrum of spironolactone (and most compounds) alters when its 
polymorphic state is changed (Fig. 4.3-4:b–c). Crystals contain molecules in an arranged 
and repetitive structure; neighbourhoods of Raman-active bonds are thus the same in 
each molecule. The peak at 1690 cm 1 (indicated with an arrow in Fig. 4.3-4) is assigned 
to the C=O bond of the thioacetyl group of spironolactone. If this peak is well observable, 
crystals are present. Broadening indicates that this regular structure no longer exists, and 
vibration energies are perturbed [252,253]. The absence of Eudragit E peaks in the range 
of polymorph sensitivity simplified the determination of xc. 
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Fig. 4.3-4. Raman spectrum of (a) Eudragit E, (b) crystalline spironolactone, (c) amorphous 
spironolactone prepared by electrospraying, (d) crystalline canrenone and (e) amorphous 
canrenone prepared by solvent (CH2Cl2) evaporation 

 
 

Comparison of Raman mapping and transmission Raman spectrometry (TRS) 
For the correct and representative determination of xc in the samples, the employed 

Raman techniques had to ensure that information about a larger part of the examined 
sample was collected. Spectra were acquired by Raman mapping in a number of areas on 
the sample surface using a confocal microscope. Acquisition took a long time, 8–10 h 
per sample. The spectroscopic estimation of xc could be calculated from Raman maps by 
the data processing steps described in Section 3.12. Transmission Raman spectrometry 
delivered only one average spectrum which was supposed to represent the composition 
of the whole bulk, i.e. the entire volume of the tested piece of the extruded sample. 
Acquisition time was remarkably shorter than in the case of confocal mapping and was 
less than a minute for a sample. 

The PXRD screens detailed in Section 4.2.3 were used to choose the factors, the effects 
of which on xc were worth investigating. (This enabled us to minimise the number of the 
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time-consuming Raman mappings without losing important information about the 
behaviour of the extruded system.) A factor was assumed to have significant effect on 
drug dissolution into the melt when its value influenced the boundaries of the space of 
process parameters in which no residual crystals were observed, i.e. the samples were 
fully amorphous. These factors appeared to be temperature, residence time and drug 
load. Because of the similarity of the corresponding samples prepared at 20 and 40 rpm, 
which was shown in Section 4.2.3, residual drug crystallinity (xc) was only quantified for 
the 27 samples prepared at 20 rpm screw speed, based on a 33 type factorial experimental 
design. The extrusion temperature–residence time–API content parameter triplets were 
different for each examined formulation (see Section 4.2.2). 

It was desirable to compare the results obtained using the two different Raman 
techniques. Fig. 4.3-5 demonstrates that the two data series are linearly related; the 
coefficient of determination (R2) was 0.97. xc values obtained by Raman mapping are 
hence easily comparable with TRS results. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-5. Comparison of the xc values obtained by transmission Raman spectrometry and Raman 
mapping for selected extruded solid dispersions 

 

The importance of this finding comes from the different applications of the two 
techniques. When besides xc chemical homogeneity or composition also need to be 
investigated, the typically offline analytical technique Raman mapping is more beneficial 
to use. Due to this large amount of obtainable information, the scientific literature of this 
technique is comprehensive. Utilising the correlation shown in Fig. 4.3-5, the so far 
established knowledge can also be employed for the development of a TRS in-line 
process control. TRS is far more suitable for real-time monitoring than backscattering 
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Raman techniques, because it can acquire spectra in seconds from a volume that is 
reasonably larger than the illuminated part of the extrudate. 

As companies are encouraged to use PAT and continuous manufacturing 
technologies being monitored non-destructively in-line or on-line, and being controlled 
using this analytical feedback [9], Raman spectrometry is preferable to many other 
techniques by which the quantification of xc has already been attempted. DSC is a 
destructive and slow measurement [254]. Another serious drawback of PXRD [255] and 
NMR [254,256] is that these are typically performed offline. 

 
 

4.3.3 Non-invasive assessment of glass-transition temperature 

The glass-transition temperature (Tg) of a melt-extruded formulation is often lower 
than that of the pure matrix polymer. The magnitude of this effect is usually function of 
the mass fraction of the molecularly dispersed small molecules (e.g. spironolactone and 
canrenone) in the polymer phase, i.e. in the matrix without crystals (wspi + wcan). Tg of the 
plasticised polymer phase in several formulations was determined by one of the 
conventional techniques, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The glass transition 
of the pure matrix polymer occurred at 62.4 °C, while Tg decreased to 61.2 °C when the 
amorphous matrix phase contained small molecules to an extent of 5.6%, according to 
Raman spectrometric estimations (S_10/110/3/20). With more plasticising material 
(6.8% for S_10/110/11/20 and 9.5% for S_10/130/25/20), Tg decreased further to 60.1 and 
58.2 °C, respectively. 

The prediction of Tg can provide useful information about physical stability, because 
the probability of recrystallisation is higher if segment movements are more likely to 
occur, namely when Tg is close to or is below storage temperature. Such a prediction can 
be made using the weight fraction of molecularly dispersed small molecules (wspi + wcan) 
in the polymer phase. Based on Eq. 4.3-2 these could be calculated from the nominal 
drug load in the given formulation (wAPI) and the degradation and residual crystallinity 
values (xd and xc) determined by Raman spectrometry as described in Sections 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2. 

 

+ = 1 + 100%100%  Eq. 4.3-2 
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The difference in spironolactone and canrenone molar masses was also taken into 
account. Eq. 4.3-3, deriving from the Fox equation [106], was used to determine the 
calibration function. 
 1, , 1 , = +  Eq. 4.3-3 

 

The glass-transition temperatures of different formulations (Tg,mix,DSC in kelvin), that 
of pure Eudragit E (Tg,Eud, K) measured using DSC, and the weight fraction of Eudragit 
E in the polymer phase (1 – wspi − wcan) calculated using Raman spectrometry were 
substituted into the left side of Eq. 4.3-3. Then the values of that expression were plotted 
against wspi + wcan of each formulation (right side), figure not given. The two datasets 
correlated linearly (R2 was 0.99), and using the regression function, the Raman–DSC 
calibration function could be determined as Eq. 4.3-4. 

 1, , 1 ,= 3.86 × 10 K × + 4.21 × 10 K  
Eq. 4.3-4 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-6. Predictability of glass-transition temperature from Raman spectrometric results 

 
The predicted glass-transition temperature (Tg,mix,pred, K) values could be then 

calculated from Raman spectrometric results (wspi, wcan), using the rearranged Eq. 4.3-4 
with Tg,mix,pred expressed. Fig. 4.3-6 shows that the prediction was highly appropriate. At 
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the same time, this observation suggests the application of transmission Raman 
spectrometry as an in-line tool to approximate composition-related physical properties 
non-invasively. 

 
 

4.3.4 Dependence of drug crystallinity and degradation on process 
parameters 

Observations described in Section 4.2.3 showed that temperature, residence time and 
drug load had high influence on amorphisation. Samples prepared at 20 rpm screw speed 
but at different temperatures (T, °C), residence times (t, min) and with different drug 
loads (wAPI, %) were analysed using Raman spectrometry, as described in Section 3.11. 
These analyses provided spectroscopic data on canrenone concentrations, which could 
be easily translated to real degrees of drug decomposition (xd) using the Raman–HPLC 
calibration function defined in Section 4.3.1. (In the case of the highly decomposed 
S_20/150/25/20 and S_30/150/25/20, xd was determined directly with HPLC.) Raman 
spectra also enabled the quantification of the ratio of amorphous (molecularly dispersed) 
and residual crystalline spironolactone in the samples (Section 4.3.2). This gave the 
spectroscopic percentages of amorphous spironolactone (xa) and residual drug 
crystallinity (xc). Fig. 4.3-7 summarises the mole percents xc, xa and xd calculated for each 
formulation. This kind of diagram allows us to understand the behaviour of the 
spironolactone–Eudragit E system during melt extrusion. 

In accordance with the PXRD results, Raman spectrometry showed that at 110 °C, 
not even 10% spironolactone could be dissolved entirely in the Eudragit E melt (Fig. 
4.3-7:A). At a wAPI of 10%, xa reached almost 70% in 25 min of extrusion, while xc 
decreased gradually to 15% with t because dissolution of crystals was slow. It can be seen 
that decomposition to canrenone reached 9% in 8 min, but it increased only moderately 
afterwards, owing to the relatively low T. When wAPI was higher (20 and 30%, Fig. 4.3-7:D 
and G), both xa and xd were lower for every t value because Eudragit E got saturated 
faster. 

When T was higher (130 °C), a fully amorphous 10%-API sample could be produced 
(Fig. 4.3-7:B). At the same time, notable decomposition occurred. Canrenone content 
(xd) increased gradually with residence time, while the amount of molecularly dispersed 
spironolactone remained around 70%. The rates of amorphisation and decomposition 
were thus about the same. 130 °C was not enough to dissolve 20 and 30% spironolactone 
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entirely (Fig. 4.3-7:E and H), hence with increasing drug load xc became higher and xd 
became more moderate as at 110 °C. At the same time, the system behaved notably 
differently at 150 °C. In the case of 10%-API samples (Fig. 4.3-7:C), almost full 
amorphisation was reached in 3 min. Then afterwards the molecularly dispersed 
spironolactone was gradually decomposing to canrenone while being extruded. 

 

 
Fig. 4.3-7. Residual drug crystallinity – xc (x), degree of drug degradation – xd ( ), and the amount 
of amorphous spironolactone relative to the original concentration of spironolactone – xa ( ) in 
the extruded samples 

 
When wAPI was increased to 20%, however (Fig. 4.3-7:F), xd did not become lower as 

at the other two temperatures; degradation was increased instead at all residence times. 
This different behaviour may have been experienced due to the more disadvantageous 
polymer:API ratio. Almost the entire amount of the crystalline drug lost its crystal lattice 
in the first 3 min at 20% drug load too, and became exposed to chemical reactions. As 
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the matrix was about twice as concentrated as at 10% wAPI, there is a possibility that it got 
more concentrated for radicals that may have formed when the first amounts of 
spironolactone decomposed. This could increase further degradation. 

Besides studying the measured xc, xa and xd values, the factors (wAPI, T, ) and their 
interactions that had significant influence on xc and xd could be selected; furthermore, 
their effect sizes could be calculated by using the tools of design of experiments (Table 
4.3-1). Effect size of a given factor generally describes the average change in the observed 
response (xc or xd values) when the setting of a factor is changed from the low value to 
the high value. For example, estimated size of a linear effect is the difference between the 
average response at the low and high settings for the examined factor. From the factors 
and interactions having significant effect on xd according to ANOVA (analysis of 
variance), the dominating effect sizes belonged to T and  factors and the T  
interaction, while  had a smaller effect size. ,  and  were also 
very close to the level of significance. Using these variables, polynomial regression could 
be carried out. Fig. 4.3-8:A shows that the fitted surface can describe the parameter 
dependence of drug degradation moderately. 

 
Table 4.3-1. Effect estimates for xd and xc. NS: not significant at a significance level of 0.05 

Factor/interaction Effect size for xd Effect size for xc 
 NS +44% 

 +21% −41% 
 +19% −17% 

 +22% NS 
 +9% (NS) NS 
 +8% NS 

 −8% (NS) NS 
 −8% (NS) NS 

 

 
In the case of xc, the effect of wAPI, T and  was significant (Table 4.3-1), and there 

were no significant interactions between the factors. Furthermore, the quadratic effects 
( , T2 and t) were also insignificant. Effect sizes show that elevation of temperature 
and a longer residence time could counterbalance the effect of higher wAPI and enhance 
molecular dispersion to a certain extent by enhancing spironolactone solubility in the 
melt and providing more time for this slow dissolution, respectively. As Fig. 4.3-8:B 
shows, xc could be made well predictable using a regression function, which can be used 
with the limitation that predicted xc values smaller than 0% can only be interpreted as 
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0%. After full amorphisation has been reached, the factors have obviously no more effect. 
It has to be noted that the linear dependence of xc on the factors is true using the square 
root of residence time. This indicates that our initial assumption, namely that the time 
dependence of API dissolution in the melt can be approximated with a root function, 
was correct. Unfortunately, temperature and residence time had huge influence on the 
probability of drug degradation too, which occurred due to the lack of the stabilising 
crystal lattice. 

 = 130.3 + 34.92 1.11 0.7913 1.349× 10 + 4.296 × 103.339 × 10 + 1.900× 10  

= 2.215 1.014 5.245 + 141.1 

  
A B 

Fig. 4.3-8. Drug degradation (A) and residual crystallinity (B) values predicted from process 
parameters through regression (functions shown) plotted against respective values observed 
using Raman spectrometry 
In the regression function, xd, t, T and wAPI values were made dimensionless by dividing them by 
1%, 1 min, 1 °C and 1%, respectively. 

 
After establishing the regression functions for xc and xd, the results obtained for the 

10%-API samples prepared at higher temperatures (e.g. S_10/150/3/20) and short 
residence time can be considered to be promising. By decreasing residence time further, 
canrenone content was supposed to decrease below the 1 mass% line. Dramatic 
improvement could be achieved in purity by notably decreasing residence time (at 
130 °C). The rotational speed of the twin screws was increased and the instrument was 
used in flush mode (i.e. without cycling the melt). When 100 rpm was set instead of 
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20 rpm, the contamination of the 10%-spironolactone extrudate decreased from 2.65% 
to 1.37%. Using 200 rpm the percentage of canrenone was 1.12 mol%, which met the 
regulatory requirements. This sample was found to be completely amorphous using 
Raman mapping, which can be explained by the dramatically increased shear. 

If the relationship between the process parameters of the emerging melt extrusion 
technique, the achievable residual drug crystallinity (xc) and drug degradation (xd) is 
investigated for a given system, the process can be better understood and the desired 
product quality can be faster reached, with the minimisation of material consumption. 
It also helps with the determination of the design space boundaries. Furthermore, by the 
prediction of xc, several other properties can be predicted, for example glass transition 
temperature as shown in the previous sections. 

 
 

4.3.5 Conclusions regarding the non-invasive characterisation of solid 
dispersions 

Through the example of immediate release spironolactone–Eudragit E solid 
dispersions it was demonstrated that transmission Raman spectrometry and Raman 
mapping are appropriate tools for the quantification of residual drug crystallinity and 
the estimation of drug degradation in extruded solid formulations, and the values 
obtained by these two techniques are interchangeable. 

The effect of extrusion process parameters on pharmaceutical product properties has 
hardly ever been examined fully. The findings of this section contribute to filling in this 
gap. Residual drug crystallinity and the degree of drug degradation, being important 
quality attributes, were made predictable by statistical tools for the 
spironolactone/Eudragit E system. Furthermore, based on the spectrometric and 
chemometric procedure used in this section, residual crystallinity could also be 
visualised in melt extruded carvedilol/Eudragit E systems [viii]. 

Besides characterising solid formulations, Raman spectrometry could also be used for 
real-time process monitoring. In a series of crystallisation experiments, Raman 
spectrometry helped determine the thermodynamic relationship between the Form II 
and Form III (hemihydrate) polymorphs of carvedilol [x]. 
 

Related publications: [i, viii, x]. 
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4.4 Supercritical-fluid melt extrusion of steroid drugs 

Rationale and aims 
In section 4.3.4 it was shown that decreasing of melt extrusion temperature and 

shortening of residence time are very important and effective ways to reduce the extent 
of API degradation. This is especially important in the case of a scaled-up process. 
Obviously, the operating ranges of these parameters are limited by material properties 
and instrument capabilities. Namely, adequately low viscosity must be achieved and 
maintained, and viscosity decreases with an increasing temperature. Maintaining low 
viscosity is important to keep torque in the operating range, and the lower the viscosity 
is, the shorter residence time (the higher screw speeds) can be achieved at a given torque. 

Plasticisation is mostly needed in order to decrease temperature and shorten 
residence time to the desired extent. At the same time, plasticisers that remain in the 
extrudate permanently lower its glass-transition temperature (Tg), making further 
processing impossible or circumstantial, and can reduce physical stability. Our research 
group have shown earlier that supercritical CO2 can reversibly plasticise the drug-loaded 
Eudragit E, thus enabling a decrease in processing temperature and an increase in 
productivity [61]. 

Therefore, the upscaling of the spironolactone/Eudragit E melt-extrusion process 
(Section 4.2) was realised using supercritical-fluid melt extrusion. It was examined 
whether by the plasticising effect of scCO2 the degradation of spironolactone can be 
reduced. As only a couple of studies had applied this technology for dissolution 
enhancement [61,197,198], a further aim was to investigate the foaming of the API-
loaded Eudragit E melt. The effect of process parameters and the chemical structure of 
the API on foam structure and the effect of the porosity of the extruded foams on 
dissolution were studied. 

 
 

4.4.1 Preparation of the samples 

Solid dispersions of 10% spironolactone and 90% Eudragit E (Table 4.4-1) were 
prepared by scaled-up extrusion with the setup described in Section 3.4. The first goal 
was finding the minimum temperature at which extrusion could be performed without 
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using any plasticisers. As a second step, the temperature was further decreased, utilising 
the reversible plasticising effect of the supercritical CO2. Lastly, it was investigated in 
what way the process parameters (temperature, pressure, melt throughput and the mass 
percent of CO2 in the melt) affected the structure of the resulting foams. 

The sample names were composed from extrusion parameters (rounded, without 
units) in the order of prefix, temperature, melt throughput, P4, and CO2 percentage, 
separated by slashes: e.g. S_110/1/250/6. 

 
Table 4.4-1. Extrusion parameters of spironolactone solid dispersions prepared using scCO2-
aided and conventional melt extrusion 

Sample T 
(°C) 

Tm1–Tm2 
(°C) 

Throughput 
(g/min)* 

P4 
(bar) 

CO2 mass percent 
(%)* 

Torque 
(N m) 

S_130/1/250/0 130 134–121 1.3 ± 0.5 (1.67) 250 0.00 123 
S_120/1/250/0 120 124–114 1.3 ± 0.5 (0.85) 250 0.00 158 
S_130/10/150/3 130 135–124 9.7 ± 0.9 (9.41) 150 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.10) 100 
S_110/10/150/3 110 113–106 9.7 ± 0.9 (8.80) 150 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.24) 173 
S_130/10/200/3 130 135–124 9.7 ± 0.9 (9.45) 200 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.10) 132 
S_130/10/250/3 130 135–124 9.7 ± 0.9 (10.45) 250 2.7 ± 0.8 (1.90) 145 
S_130/10/250/6 130 135–124 9.7 ± 0.9 (10.03) 250 6.3 ± 0.8 (5.70) 143 
S_130/1/250/6 130 134–122 1.3 ± 0.5 (1.75) 250 6.3 ± 0.8 (5.46) 145 
S_110/6/200/3 110 113–106 6.4 ± 0.7 (7.07) 200 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.78) 174 
S_110/6/250/3 110 114–107 6.4 ± 0.7 (5.67) 250 2.7 ± 0.8 (3.44) 205 
S_110/6/250/6 110 114–106 6.4 ± 0.7 (5.80) 250 6.3 ± 0.8 (6.51) 193 
S_110/1/250/6 110 114–106 1.3 ± 0.5 (1.34) 250 6.3 ± 0.8 (7.01) 151 

Composition: 10% spironolactone, 90% Eudragit E, T0: 50 °C, T1 = 100 °C, T: temperature of the 
further zones 
*Comparison-aiding ranges were defined. The values of these variables measured during 
sampling are given in brackets. 

 
Table 4.4-2 summarises the processing conditions of solid dispersions consisting of 

10% prednisolone and 90% Eudragit E, which were prepared so that the effect of 
chemical structure of the API on foaming could be investigated. It can be seen that 
without plasticisation, throughputs of 1 and 10 g/min could be maintained only with the 
high-torque alarm being on (above 150 Nm). By using supercritical CO2 torque demand 
was successfully decreased. Foams were prepared at 130 °C, with the process parameters 
being set to similar values as in the case of the spironolactone SDs. 
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Table 4.4-2. Extrusion parameters of prednisolone solid dispersions prepared using scCO2-aided 
and conventional melt extrusion 

Sample name T 
(°C) 

Tm1–Tm2 
(°C) 

Throughput 
(g/min)* 

P4 (bar) CO2 mass 
percent (%)* 

Torque 
(N m) 

P_130/1/250/0 130 136–120 1.3 ± 0.5 (1.29) 250 0.00 155 
P_130/10/250/0 130 134–122 9.7 ± 1.7 (–) 250 0.00 155 
P_130/10/150/3 130 134–122 9.7 ± 1.7 (8.06) 150 2.7 ± 0.8 (3.3) 150 
P_130/10/200/3 130 134–123 9.7 ± 1.7 (11.2) 200 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.4) 148 
P_130/10/250/3 130 134–123 9.7 ± 1.7 (9.84) 250 2.7 ± 0.8 (2.7) 139 
P_130/10/250/6 130 134–123 9.7 ± 1.7 (11.60) 250 6.3 ± 0.8 (5.2) 150 

Composition: 10% prednisolone, 90% Eudragit E, T0: 50 °C, T1 = 100 °C, T: temperature of the 
further zones 
*Comparison-aiding ranges were defined. The values of these variables measured during 
sampling are given in brackets. 

 
 

4.4.2 Purity enhancement 

The purity-enhancing effect of supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) was examined 
on the spironolactone extrudates. First the system was processed without scCO2. 130 °C 
was the optimal temperature of extrusion (S_130/1/250/0), while melt temperature was 
difficult to decrease to 120 °C (S_120/1/250/0), and without scCO2 extrusion was 
impossible at 110 °C. 

Similarly to the purity investigations in Section 4.2.5, the spironolactone to 
canrenone conversion was investigated. Three samples from different points of each 
extruded formulation were tested by HPLC (Method B). Processing at 130 °C and 
approx. 1 g/min throughput resulted in a degradation (xd) of 25.9% as shown in Table 
4.4-3. (xd denotes the mole percentage of spironolactone that degraded to canrenone.) 
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Table 4.4-3. Mean degrees of drug degradation in different extruded foams, based on 3 repeated 
analyses 

Temperature (°C) Throughput 
(g/min) 

Sample name Drug degradation to 
canrenone, xd (mol%) 

130 1.67 S_130/1/250/0 25.9 ± 0.6 
130 9.41 S_130/10/150/3 7.3 ± 0.3 
110 8.80 S_110/10/150/3 5.5 ± 0.7 
110 5.80 S_110/6/250/6 6.0 ± 0.8 
 
With the plasticised system S_130/10/150/3, which was extruded at an increased melt 

throughput (and hence shorter residence time), xd decreased reasonably to 7.3%. 
Injection of the supercritical fluid also made it possible to have foam extrusion at 110 °C 
with constant quality and without difficulty, and xd decreased further to 5.5% 
(S_110/10/150/3). At this temperature, purity did not decrease notably even with 
increased residence time: 6.0% of spironolactone decomposed to canrenone in the case 
of S_110/6/250/6. (At 200 and 250 bar pressures, the maximum throughput was 6 g/min 
at 110 °C because of the increased torque.) The plasticised melt was also extrudable at 
100 °C, but the highest possible throughput of the viscous melt was only 0.7 g/min, which 
is not desirable from an industrial point of view. Therefore, the lowest extrusion 
temperature was 110 °C in this set of experiments. 

Decreasing the temperature and increasing the throughput, made possible by using 
scCO2, resulted in the dramatic purity enhancement of melt extruded products. The 
resulting foams, which had high specific surface area and contained the API finely 
dispersed, were supposed to enhance the dissolution of the BCS II drug. The results of 
these measurements are discussed hereafter. 

 
 

4.4.3 Foam structure 

Morphology on fractured cross sectional surfaces of spironolactone and prednisolone 
foams was examined visually by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In order to 
characterise the foams with regard to cell diameters and wall thickness values, these two 
attributes were measured in 40–60 random points for each sample, using representative 
SEM images. (Analysis of S_130/1/250/6 and S_110/1/250/6 was not carried out because 
their structure was too irregular.) In Table 4.4-4 the distributions are described using the 
quartiles of the ranked sets. (These are the three values that divide the ranked dataset 
into four equal groups, each group comprising a quarter of the data.) The second quartile 
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(the median) is given first, while the first and third quartiles are given in brackets. In 
addition to these, cell density and porosity were calculated, as described in Section 3.6. 

 
Table 4.4-4. Structural features of extruded spironolactone–Eudragit E foams 

Sample Cell density 
(cm−3)a 

Porosity 
(%)b 

Characteristic cell 
diameters (μm)c 

Characteristic wall 
thicknesses (μm)c 

S_130/10/150/3 3.8 × 104 75 ± 1  350 (249; 460)  17 (9; 42) 
S_110/10/150/3 1.6 × 105 92 ± 1  212 (146; 313)  2 (1; 5) 
S_130/10/200/3 1.8 × 104 80 ± 2  442 (227; 628)  6 (4; 16) 
S_130/10/250/3 3.7 × 104 80 ± 5  218 (115; 279)  10 (7; 19) 
S_130/10/250/6 2.4 × 104 83 ± 1  297 (164; 474)  7 (3; 9) 
S_130/1/250/6 2.6 × 104 64 ± 2  n/a  n/a 
S_110/6/200/3 1.7 × 105 92 ± 1  275 (186; 349)  2 (1; 4) 
S_110/6/250/3 6.6 × 104 85 ± 2  502 (377; 597)  11 (8; 20) 
S_110/6/250/6 8.6 × 104 87 ± 3  295 (220; 377)  5 (3; 9) 
S_110/1/250/6 2.0 × 104 85 ± 5  n/a  n/a 

a: Number of cells that formed in a volumetric unit of the non-porous melt 
b: ± standard deviation ranges are given based on 3 repetitions 
c: Data are given as follows: Median (1st quartile; 3rd quartile) 

 
Big differences could be observed in the structures of the initial two samples, prepared 

at 130 and 110 °C (S_130/10/150/3, S_110/10/150/3, Table 4.4-4, Fig. 4.4-1:A and B). 
Extrusion at higher temperature resulted in notably lower cell density and thicker cell 
walls, which can be explained by the higher diffusivity of CO2 in the less viscous polymer 
melt, and hence a higher degree of coalescence during pore formation. The cells were 
larger in the case of S_130/10/150/3, which is in correspondence with the earlier reported 
behaviour of pure Eudragit E [257].  

At the same time, the decrease observed in porosity (from 92 to 75%) shows that at 
130 °C CO2 diffused more easily to the atmosphere because of the low viscosity, resulting 
in contracted pores. Usually, the highest expansion can be reached when melt strength 
counterbalances blowing agent diffusion, which prevents the rupture of cells [258]. The 
diffusivity of the blowing agent and thereby the extension rate and strain associated with 
cell growth increase with temperature, while melt viscosity and elasticity shows a reverse 
trend [258]. At 110 °C, pore contraction was also likely, because cell walls were thinner 
(the thinner the walls, the more CO2 could escape). The reason why contraction was not 
so intense at 110 °C as at 130 °C can be that foams could keep their highly expanded 
structure because the surface of the extrudate was frozen faster at the lower die 
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temperature. In fact, gas diffusion was hindered at the surface and this way more gas 
remained in the foam to contribute to volume expansion, similarly as discussed in [259]. 
The higher viscosity could prevent cells to coalesce, helped freeze the cell walls and hence 
hindered cell collapse. Finally, these led to larger porosity, thinner cell walls and better 
foam homogeneity. 

 

 
Fig. 4.4-1. SEM images of (A) S_130/10/150/3, (B) S_110/10/150/3 and (C, D) S_110/6/200/3 

 
In the second and third series of experiments, the values of different extrusion 

parameters (pressure profile, CO2 mass percentage and melt throughput) were varied 
ceteris paribus in order to observe how these factors influenced foam structure at 130 and 
110 °C (Table 4.4-4). 

The extrusion process was found to be robust in respect of pressure (P4) changes (150, 
200 and 250 bar) and changes in CO2 concentration (3 and 6%) in the melt. Varying 
these parameters did not result in a significant alteration of porosity. Only slight 
differences could be observed between the prepared foams. S_110/6/200/3 had the most 
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beneficial attributes for an immediate-release formulation: an outstandingly 
homogeneous structure with 92% porosity, narrow cell diameter distribution and 
extremely thin (typically 1–4 μm-thick) cell walls (Fig. 4.4-1:C and 2D). Many 
submicronic (500–700 nm) walls were also observed. An increase in the percentage of 
CO2 was also found to be slightly beneficial with regard to wall thickness. In comparison 
with S_130/10/250/3 (Fig. 4.4-2:A) and S_110/6/250/3, porosity became slightly higher, 
and wall thicknesses more uniform and slightly narrower in the case of S_130/10/250/6 
and S_110/6/250/6 respectively (Table 4.4-4, Fig. 4.4-1:A and B). As no significant and 
unambiguous increase could be observed in cell density, this change can be attributed to 
an increased cell growth, with more gas being available in the nucleating phase to diffuse 
into the pores. 

 

  
Fig. 4.4-2. SEM images of (A) S_130/10/250/3, (B) S_130/10/250/6, (C) S_130/1/250/6 and 
(D) S_110/1/250/6 
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Finally, the effect of melt throughput was studied. At 130 °C, throughputs of 1 and 
10 g/min were set (S_130/1/250/6 and S_130/10/250/6, Fig. 4.4-2:C and B), but at 110 °C 
it could only be controlled between 1 and 6 g/min at a P4 of 200 and 250 bar 
(S_110/1/250/6 and S_110/6/250/6). A decrease in melt throughput caused a notable 
decrease in pressure drop rate (the local derivative of pressure, ∂P/∂t) and likely 
increased the probability of gas diffusion through cells, which made the foams less 
uniform and the structure less predictable. At 110 °C, porosity did not depend on melt 
throughput, only the structure became inhomogeneous (S_110/1/250/6, Table 4.4-4), 
while at 130 °C, porosity decreased dramatically from 83 to 64% (S_130/1/250/6, Table 
4.4-4) with the throughput decreasing from 10 to 1 g/min. Thick cell walls and irregular 
foam structure could be observed in SEM images (Fig. 4.4-2:C and D). The presence of 
large cells can also show that a significant amount of CO2 did not dissolve into the melt 
leading to pockets of extra gas accumulated, which led to this irregular structure. 

 

 Prednisolone Spironolactone 

130/10/150/3 

  
   

130/10/200/3 

   

Fig. 4.4-3. Comparison of 10% prednisolone and 10% spironolactone foams in respect of the 
structure observed using SEM 
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When the two groups of foams, namely those containing 10% prednisolone and those 
with 10% spironolactone, were compared, significant differences could be shown 
between them, while much slighter differences were observable inside of the groups (Fig. 
4.4-3, Fig. 4.4-4, Table 4.4-4, Table 4.4-5). 

While the order of magnitude of cell density was 104 cm−3 and porosity was typically 
75–85% when 10% spironolactone was extruded, these were 106 cm−3 and 50–60% with 
prednisolone (Table 4.4-5). The wall thickness of cells did not differ notably, but cell 
diameters of prednisolone foams deviated around 50 μm, in contrast to the 200–300 μm 
cells observed in the case of spironolactone. 

It can be concluded that structure of extruded foams highly depends on the chemical 
structure of the API. On one hand, it affects the miscibility of drug and polymer and 
hence residual crystallinity and molecularly dispersed drug fraction, as it was shown in 
Section 4.2.1. Both of these have an influence on viscosity and can have an influence on 
polarity too, which can modify the dissolution of scCO2 in the melt. 

 
 

 Prednisolone Spironolactone 

130/10/250/3 

  
   

130/10/250/6 

  
Fig. 4.4-4. Comparison of 10% prednisolone and 10% spironolactone foams in respect of the 
structure observed using SEM (continued) 
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Table 4.4-5. Structural features of extruded prednisolone–Eudragit E foams 
Sample name Cell density 

(cm−3) 
Characteristic cell 
diameter (μm)* 

Characteristic cell 
wall thickness (μm)* 

Porosity 
(%)** 

P_130/10/150/3 2.0 × 107 30–70 5–15 63 ± 11 
P_130/10/200/3 7.0 × 106 30–70 5–20 51 ± 4 
P_130/10/250/3 5.2 × 106 30–120 5-20 58 ± 5 
P_130/10/250/6 5.1 × 106 30–70 5–20 50 ± 5 

* based on visual inspection 
** based on 3 repetitions (± SD) 

 
 

4.4.4 Grindability 

Post-processing of extruded solid dosage forms mostly involves a cutting and a 
grinding step. It is, therefore, an essential requirement that the extrudate should be rigid 
and fragile. Unfortunately, glass-transition temperature of polymer particles tends to 
decrease when particle diameter is decreased, especially when into the submicronic 
range, as investigated by Wang et al. for PVA fibres [260]. (The usual diameter of 
electrospun fibres falls into the range 50–500 nm [261].) It was, therefore, necessary to 
examine whether the produced foams were rigid and hence eligible for further 
processing. Cho and Rizvi have previously shown that breaking stress of foams depends 
on the ratio of cell wall thickness to cell diameter [262]. In the present work, a non-
foamed formulation (S_130/1/250/0), a low-porosity extrudate with thicker cell walls 
and irregular cell structure (S_130/1/250/6), and a high-porosity foam with thinner cell 
walls and tighter cell diameter distribution (S_110/10/150/3) were selected for 
comparison. 

 
Table 4.4-6. Flexural strengths of selected spironolactone solid foams 
Sample Porosity (%) Mean flexural strength (MPa) Mean flexural strain (%) 
S_130/1/250/0 0 14.63 ± 1.88 1.51 ± 0.10 
S_130/1/250/6 64 1.99 ± 0.52 2.26 ± 0.76 
S_110/10/150/3 92 0.40 ± 0.13 7.87 ± 3.00 

 
Fragility of samples was characterised by three-point bending, measuring the flexural 

strengths of the cylinder-shaped extrudate pieces. Table 4.4-6 shows that S_130/1/250/0 
with 0% porosity required 14.63 MPa pressure to fracture at 1.51% strain, while 
S_130/1/250/6 with 64% porosity could be broken with 1.99 MPa at 2.26% strain. 
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S_110/10/150/3 had the highest (92%) porosity and many submicronic cell walls, which 
made the sample reasonably more flexible, but it could still be fractured with 0.40 MPa 
at a strain of 7.87%. This shows that melt extrusion assisted by supercritical CO2 can 
produce grindable submicronic or few-micronic (Fig. 4.4-2) structures with high specific 
surface area continuously, while fibre-forming technologies (e.g. electrostatic spinning), 
which are usually used for similar or the same formulation purposes, can have 
grindability issues at ambient temperature. 

 
 

4.4.5 Residual drug crystallinity in the formulations 

Crystallinity of extrudates was characterised using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). 
Eudragit E causes no diffraction while the crystalline APIs do. Should a sample be fully 
amorphous, only a very broad peak (halo) would be observed. As Fig. 4.4-5 shows, very 
small peaks could be discovered in all spironolactone cases but one (S_130/1/250/6), 
which were quite difficult to distinguish from the noise due to their low intensity. This 
indicates that residual crystals are present to a small extent in the melt-extruded 
spironolactone formulations. Taking into account the similarity of PXRD curves and the 
fact that extrusion temperature and melt throughput were varied widely in the region in 
which the spironolactone–Eudragit E system was processable, the findings indicate that 
full amorphisation could nearly be obtained without further optimisation, even at the 
high drug load used. Optimal operating conditions can be hence chosen by considering 
other factors, e.g. achievable purity.  

Similarly to the outcome of spironolactone and prednisolone mini extrusions 
described in Section 4.2.1, the degree of crystallinity of prednisolone samples was notably 
higher in this series of experiments too than that of spironolactone extrudates. This 
finding confirms the result of solubility parameter calculations (Section 4.2.1), namely 
that strong secondary interactions can form between spironolactone and Eudragit E, 
making them highly miscible. 
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Fig. 4.4-5. XRPD curves characterising the crystallinity of extruded foams 
(a) Eudragit E, (b) S_130/1/250/6, (c) S_130/10/250/6, (d) S_130/10/250/3, (e) S_130/10/200/3, 
(f) S_130/10/150/3, (g) S_110/1/250/6, (h) S_110/6/250/6, (i) S_110/6/250/3, (j) S_110/6/200/3, 
(k) S_110/10/150/3, (l) crystalline spironolactone 

 
 

4.4.6 Dissolution tests 

The degree of dissolution enhancement achieved by forming solid dispersions was 
characterised with in vitro dissolution tests. In comparison with the extremely slow 
dissolution rate of crystalline spironolactone (Fig. 4.4-6), the dissolution of ground 
S_130/1/250/0 was rapid. Partial amorphisation of spironolactone and the solubilising 
effect of Eudragit E enabled the immediate release of approx. 90% of the API content in 
10 min. The larger crystalline drug particles from S_130/1/250/0 dissolved notably 
slower afterwards. 
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Fig. 4.4-6. Dissolution of spironolactone from extruded formulations in comparison with the 
curve belonging to pure crystalline spironolactone 
Intervals belonging to ±SD of three tests are shown. The dissolved amount was compared to the 
total amount of spironolactone, which was present in the tested samples 
Sample preparation (extrudates): grinding (0.4 mm < dp < 0.8 mm) and wetting in the dissolution 
medium at zero time point; Dose: 8 mg; Method: B; Medium: 0.1 M HCl (900 ml); Apparatus: 
paddle; Stirring speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 242 nm 

 

Rapid dissolution was observed with the foamed samples (S_130/10/150/3 and 
S_110/10/150/3).  It can be seen that dissolution was significantly faster in the case of 
S_110/10/150/3 of higher (92%) porosity than that of S_130/10/150/3 with a porosity of 
74% despite the fact that residual drug crystallinity was higher in S_110/10/150/3. 

Like the non-foamed prednisolone extrudates prepared with the mini extruder 
(Section 4.2.1), residual crystallinity of prednisolone solid foams was notable. In spite of 
this fact, rapid dissolution could be observed in the case of these extrudates too (Fig. 
4.4-7). Owing to the solubilising effect of Eudragit E, the huge specific surface area and 
amorphisation, total dissolution was achieved in about 5 min with every formulation. 
Crystalline prednisolone dissolved much slower, necessitating 60 min to dissolve fully. 
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Fig. 4.4-7. Dissolution of prednisolone from extruded formulations in comparison with the curve 
belonging to pure crystalline prednisolone 
The dissolved amount was compared to the total amount of prednisolone, which was present in 
the tested samples 
Sample preparation: grinding (0.4 mm < dp < 0.8 mm) and wetting in the dissolution medium at 
zero time point; Dose: 25 mg; Method: B, Medium: 0.1 M HCl (900 ml); Apparatus: paddle; 
Stirring speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 248 nm; n = 3 

 
 

4.4.7 Conclusions regarding supercritical-fluid melt-extrusion 

The results achieved with the spironolactone–Eudragit E and prednisolone–Eudragit 
E foamed solid dispersions proved that melt extrusion assisted by supercritical CO2 
injected into the melt can have significant benefits regarding product properties. The 
degree of spironolactone decomposition could be lowered because scCO2 enabled 
processing at lower temperature ranges and high melt throughput. As a physical blowing 
agent, scCO2 increased the specific surface area of the extrudates remarkably. The effect 
of temperature was found to be of major importance, and by optimisation, 87–92% 
porosity and submicronic cell walls could be obtained in the case of spironolactone. The 
increased specific surface area and the formation of highly amorphous solid dispersions 
enabled >90% drug release in 2–5 min in acidic medium. 
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The results can contribute to a deeper understanding of the effect of extrusion 
parameters on decomposition processes occurring during melt extrusion. The 
suppression of degradation reaction leading to higher purity, achievable by supercritical 
extrusion, can extend the circle of melt extrudable compounds. 

 
Related publications: [iii, xi, xii]. 
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4.5 Electrospinning of polymer-free and PVP-based fibrous dosage 
forms 

Rationale and aims 
In order to process spironolactone without notable heat stress, a solvent-based 

technology had to be chosen. When we compared the wide-spread spray drying with the 
emerging electrospinning using caffeine as a model compound, electrospinning was 
found to facilitate amorphisation in the case of higher drug loads [v]. 

As discussed in Section 2.2.4.5 dissolution enhancement achieved by solid 
dispersions can be corrupted by precipitation if the solution becomes metastable 
(because of local or global supersaturation e.g. caused by a high administered dose 
compared to the equilibrium solubility). There is such a risk in the case of 
spironolactone. This BCS II compound has been listed as a promising candidate for 
mouth dissolving tablets [263,264], but its slow dissolution is an obstacle to such 
administration. Fast release of spironolactone has been achieved so far in several ways. 
Liquid nanosuspensions were prepared by Langguth et al [265]. More advantageous is 
the application of solid dosage forms; spray dried particles were produced by Yassin et 
al. [266] and electrospun fibres were formed by Nagy et al [59]. However, a drug load 
higher than 10% was found by the latter to decrease dissolution rate remarkably. It 
remained, therefore, a challenge to prepare immediate-release nanofibrous delivery 
systems with high drug load. 

The matrix of electrospun formulations was selected from the circle of hydrophilic 
materials. Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K90 was an ideal choice due to its outstanding 
spinnability [267]. Besides, hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin (HPβCD) was included to 
avoid precipitation of dissolved spironolactone. It can elevate apparent solubility of the 
drug by forming complexes [87], and was assumed to enhance drug diffusion by 
loosening the PVP network and by enhancing the wettability of formulations. Regarding 
the benefits of the other matrix component, it has been shown that PVP can aid the 
formation of a complex with βCD and increase the stability constant of HPβCD-
complexes [268]. Furthermore, it can prolong the supersaturated state in case the 
complex dissolves rapidly [269]. 
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As a further goal, obtaining an electrospun fibrous mat consisting only of drug and a 
CD derivative was of particular interest so that the excellent wettability of the 
oligosaccharide rings can be made use of to the greatest extent. While fibre 
manufacturing from polymers is common, it is still an engineering challenge to produce 
drug-containing polymer-free HPβCD fibres using a volatile organic solvent. 
Oligosaccharide rings form fibres by hydrogen bonds between the hydroxyl groups of 
the parallel standing rings, as pointed out by Celebioglu and Uyar [270,271]. The 
lipophilic inner sides also connect with each other, forming tube-like structures. 

 
 

4.5.1 Preparation of spironolactone-containing PVP K90/HPβCD 
formulations 

Dry matter compositions are indicated in Table 4.5-1. While most of formulations 
(S1–7) contained 20% spironolactone, attempts were made to prepare fibres containing 
40% and 50% spironolactone in order to investigate the achievable drug release rate. 

 

Table 4.5-1: Dry matter compositions and characteristic diameters of spironolactone fibres 
prepared by electrospinning, and compositions of physical mixtures 

Sample code Spironolactone 
(wt%) 

HPβCD 
(wt%) 

PVP K90 
(wt%) 

Typical fibre diameters 
(nm) 

S1_20/00/80 20.0 0.0 80.0 100–300 
S2_20/08/72 20.0 7.5 72.5 150–450 
S3_20/15/65 20.0 15.0 65.0 200–450 
PM3_20/15/65 20.0 15.0 65.0 not fibrous 
S4_20/20/60 20.0 20.0 60.0 200–500 
S5_20/30/50 20.0 30.0 50.0 600–1000 
S6_20/40/40 20.0 40.0 40.0 600–1000 
S7_20/80/00 20.0 80.0 0.0 1000–5000 
PM7_20/80/00 20.0 80.0 0.0 not fibrous 
S8_40/20/40 40.0 20.0 40.0 600–1000 
S9_40/30/30 40.0 30.0 30.0 700–1000 
S10_50/10/40 50.0 10.0 40.0 could not be processed 
S11_50/25/25 50.0 25.0 25.0 could not be processed 
S12_50/40/10 50.0 40.0 10.0 could not be processed 

Apparatus: single-needle electrospinner, feeding rate of solution: 8.0 ml/h, applied tension: 25 kV, 
needle–collector distance: 18 cm, temperature: 25 °C 
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Common solutions of PVP K90, HPβCD and spironolactone for electrospinning 
were prepared using ethanol. In order to maintain advantageous viscosity, 5 g of PVP 
K90 was dissolved in 100 ml of solvent in the case of each polymer-containing solution. 
20%-API-containing dry mixtures (S1–6) were dissolved in ethanol at room 
temperature. Regarding formulations with higher drug load, the amount of ethanol had 
to be decreased with PVP K90 content proportionally, and could, therefore, not dissolve 
the entire mass of spironolactone in every case. Solutions for 40%-API formulations 
(S8_40/20/40 and S9_40/30/30) could be prepared with warm (~50 °C) solvent, and no 
precipitation occurred after cooling. On the contrary, S10–12 with the highest (50%) 
drug content could not be processed because precipitation occurred while the solution 
to feed was cooling to room temperature. 

In view of the achievable advantages and lack of former attempts in this field, the 
possibility of production of spironolactone-containing polymer-free HPβCD fibres was 
also investigated (S7_20/80/00). A stable electrified jet could be maintained when 45 g of 
HPβCD was dissolved in 100 ml of solvent. 

In order to distinguish the dissolution enhancing effect of amorphisation and of the 
generated high surface area from solubilisation effects (Section 4.5.4), physical mixtures 
of spironolactone, HPβCD and PVP K90 (PM3_20/15/65 and PM7_20/80/00) were 
prepared by manual mixing in a mortar. 

 
 

4.5.2 Morphology of the fibres 

When the API was incorporated into pure PVP K90 at ambient temperature 
(S1_20/00/80), fibre diameters of 100 to 300 nm were obtained according to SEM images 
(Fig. 4.5-1:A). Uniform shape was found lengthwise, with no sign of beads. 

The thickness of HPβCD-containing PVP fibres (S2-6) was found to be slightly 
greater than that of S1_20/00/80 (Table 4.5-1), but the specific surface area remained 
large, and the addition of the oligosaccharide did not deteriorate shape uniformity. For 
example, in the case of S4_20/20/60 the diameters varied between 200 and 500 nm, as 
shown in Fig. 4.5-1:B. Fibres containing no PVP were thicker, and had diameters 
between 1 and 5 μm (S7_20/80/00, Fig. 4.5-1:C) without beads. 
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Fig. 4.5-1. SEM images of selected fibres: (A) S1_20/00/80, (B) S4_20/20/60, (C) S7_20/80/00 

 
 

4.5.3 Characterisation of polymorphic state 

The prepared fibrous samples were expected to show immediate release owing to the 
high specific surface generated and amorphisation, which was supposed to have 
occurred due the rapid solvent evaporation in the course of electrospinning. It was a 
reassuring sign that no crystals could be detected by SEM, while surfaces were smooth. 
Whether spironolactone was present in the formulations in crystalline or amorphous 
form, was investigated by differential scanning calorimetry, powder X-ray diffraction 
and transmission Raman spectrometry. 

By DSC no peak could be detected at 211 °C (the melting point of crystalline 
spironolactone) in the case of selected electrospun formulations, indicating that no 
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lattice-structured spironolactone was present in the matrix, i.e. the active ingredient had 
been amorphised (Fig. 4.5-2). 

 

 
Fig. 4.5-2. DSC thermograms of (a) S1_20/00/80, (b) S4_20/20/60, (c) S7_20/80/00, (d) crystalline 
spironolactone, (e) HPβCD and (f) PVP K90. 
Method: A, atmosphere: N2, heating rate: 10 °C/min (30–250 °C). 

 
The non-destructive PXRD is a conventionally applied method to detect and identify 

crystals in materials [272,273]. Its disadvantage in our experiments was that the 
acquisition required at least 5 minutes for each sample. Fig. 4.5-3 displays the PXRD 
curves of selected formulations and the pattern of pure crystalline spironolactone. 
Disappearance of the diffraction pattern was in clear accordance with the DSC results, 
namely that crystals were absent in all formulations. 

Transmission Raman spectrometry can be a faster way to characterise continuously 
produced solid dispersions non-destructively. 

Spectrum acquisition did not require more time than 20 s per sample. According to 
a measurement performed on a physical mixture of 3% spironolactone and 97% PVP 
K90, even crystallinity as low as 3% can be detected (Fig. 4.5-4:f). TRS confirmed that all 
formulations remained totally amorphous after preparation (Fig. 4.5-4:b–e). For 
comparison, spironolactone was electrosprayed from an ethanolic solution without any 
excipients. It was found that a huge fraction of the amorphised API crystallised after a 
day, i.e. the activation barrier of devitrification is quite low without excipients. 
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Fig. 4.5-3. X-ray scattering curves of selected formulations. 
(a) Crystalline spironolactone (starting material), (b) S1_20/00/80, (c) S2_20/08/72, (d) 
S4_20/20/60, (e) S7_20/80/00, (f) S8_40/20/40, (g) S9_40/30/30 

 

 
Fig. 4.5-4. Raman spectra of (a) crystalline spironolactone, (b) electrosprayed amorphous 
spironolactone, (c) S4_20/20/60, (d) S7_20/80/00, (e) S8_40/20/40 and (f) a physical mixture of 
3% spironolactone and 97% PVP K90 
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4.5.4 Drug release 

All formulations were tested for drug release. It can be stated that formation of fully 
amorphous fibrous spironolactone/PVP K90 solid dispersion increased dissolution rate 
considerably, even without addition of HPβCD. In comparison with crystalline 
spironolactone, initial drug release from S1_20/00/80 was reasonably fast: 63% of the 
drug content dissolved in 30 minutes (Fig. 4.5-5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5-5. Dissolution curves that were used to determine the amount of HPβCD 
necessary to avoid precipitation 
Sample preparation: none; Dose: 25 mg; Method: A; Medium: distilled water (900 ml); Apparatus: 
basket; Stirring speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 244 nm 

 
At the same time, precipitation was observed at the beginning of the measurement in 

the case of the same sample. The strong PVP K90 network had likely retarded the 
diffusion of the rapidly solvated API into the dissolution medium before the formulation 
totally disintegrated and dissolved. Crystalline API was found in this precipitated 
material according to the Raman spectrum recorded immediately after this observation 
(Fig. 4.5-6) in spite of the fact that spironolactone was totally amorphous in the solid 
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formulation. Drug concentration in the dissolution medium changed only slightly after 
the first 30 minutes, remaining around 70% of the drug content in the examined period 
of time. According to our experiments (data not shown), PVP K90 does not decrease 
spironolactone solubility. Hence, this observation can only be explained by the slower 
dissolution of precipitated spironolactone crystals. These observations confirmed the 
necessity of complex formation with HPβCD. 

 

 
Fig. 4.5-6. Recrystallisation of spironolactone after precipitation during dissolution – Raman 
spectra of (a) Crystalline spironolactone, (b) Spironolactone precipitated during the dissolution 
of S1_20/00/80, (c) S1_20/00/80 containing spironolactone totally amorphised 

 
Our first goal was to determine the HPβCD amount that is minimally necessary to 

prevent precipitation. As a first attempt, S5_20/30/50 contained 1.5 times as much 
HPβCD as the molar amount of the precipitated spironolactone was in the case of 
S1_20/00/80. As a result, no precipitation could be observed during dissolution tests and 
the release was impressively fast: almost 95% of the API content was dissolved after 30 
minutes as shown in Fig. 4.5-5. The solubilising efficiency of the complexing agent was 
still enough to avoid crystallisation in the dissolution medium when the 
HPβCD/spironolactone ratio was halved (S3_20/15/65) but dissolution rate decreased 
notably. A more considerable change could be observed when the ratio was further 
dimidiated: some precipitation occurred in the case of S2_20/08/72 as the proportion of 
HPβCD was most probably not enough to avoid supersaturation entirely. 
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The dissolution improvement achievable by electrospinning is indicated by the 
difference between the curve of S3_20/15/65 and that of a physical mixture of the three 
components with the same composition (PM3_20/15/65). While 60% of the drug was 
dissolved in 15 minutes in the case of S3_20/15/65, it took 2 h when PM3_20/15/65 was 
tested. At the same time, the solubilising effect of HPβCD and PVP still aided the 
dissolution of the crystalline spironolactone in the mixture, hence the release rate 
doubled compared to pure spironolactone. 

In order to investigate the effect of matrix composition (HPβCD percentage) on drug 
release, dissolution from microfibres with HPβCD/spironolactone mass ratios of 2:2 
(S4_20/20/60), 3:2 (S5_20/30/50), 4:2 (S6_20/40/40) and 8:2 (S7_20/80/00) was tested. 

 

 
Fig. 4.5-7. Effect of HPβCD content on the dissolution rate in the case of 20% formulations 
Method: A, apparatus: basket, stirring speed: 100 rpm, medium: distilled water (900 ml), 
detection: 244 nm, dose: 25 mg 

 
An HPβCD content of 20.2% (S4_20/20/60) was enough to ensure total drug release 

during the 2-hour measurement albeit at a moderate rate: 90 min were required (Fig. 
4.5-7). Increasing the percentage of the hydrophilic complexing agent led to better 
surface wettability. Consequently, when there was twice as much HPβCD as 
spironolactone in the fibres (S6_20/40/40), 98% of the API was released in 20 min. 
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The sample S7_20/80/00 consisted of spironolactone and HPβCD only. PVP K90 was 
left out of the formulation entirely; thus, fibre diameter increased notably. However, this 
had no negative influence on the dissolution rate, owing to the extremely good 
wettability and rapid disintegration of the microfibres. Consequently, more than 90% of 
spironolactone was dissolved in one minute, whereas one hour was needed for this in the 
case of a physical mixture of the same composition (PM7_20/80/00). A further benefit 
of the polymer-free electrospun web is its excellent grindability, which enables its easy 
transformation into tablets, attaining a conventional and popular dosage form. 

 

 
Fig. 4.5-8. Dissolution of 40%-spironolactone formulations and a reference 20%-API nanoweb 
Method: A, apparatus: basket, stirring speed: 100 rpm, medium: distilled water (900 ml), 
detection: 244 nm, dose: 25 mg 

 
Fig. 4.5-8 shows the dissolution curves of the two 40%-spironolactone formulations 

(S8_40/20/40 and S9_40/30/30). It is observable that the HPβCD percentage had no great 
effect on the rate of dissolution at this drug content – 90 min were needed for >95% 
dissolution in both cases. The HPβCD/spironolactone ratio was the same in S9_40/30/30 
and S3_20/15/65; hence, the effect of PVP K90 content could be examined. Although the 
kinetics of dissolution was different in the two cases, total dissolution could not be 
reached earlier than the 90 min time point in either case. It can be seen, however, that 
the PVP promoted wetting and hence the dissolution rate was higher in the first minutes 
when the sample equivalent to 25 mg API contained a higher amount of polymer. When, 
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compared to S9_40/30/30, HPβCD was partially replaced with PVP K90 (S8_40/20/40), 
dissolution was slightly slower, which demonstrates the higher solubilisation power of 
the oligosaccharide. 

 
 

4.5.5 Conclusions regarding the spironolactone-containing nanofibres 

This section discussed the preparation of immediate- and fast-release spironolactone-
containing fibrous drug delivery systems by use of a continuous electrostatic spinning 
process. 

In one part of the work, hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin was shown to have benefits 
beyond accelerating dissolution. When the main matrix component was PVP K90, 
precipitation of released spironolactone due to local supersaturation could be 
successfully hindered with the complexing agent. TRS, in agreement with XRD, showed 
that the API was totally amorphised in all formulations owing to rapid solvent 
evaporation. 

Electrospinning of polymer-free HPβCD fibres was also successfully accomplished 
from ethanol. The system ensured total drug release in a minute. The results confirm 
that electrospinning is a promising technique for the continuous manufacturing of 
buccal dosage forms and immediate-release solid solutions for oral administration in the 
case of BCS II drugs. 

The grindable electrospun matrix developed can also be beneficial when biological 
entities (such as bacteria) are to be formulated into fibrous solid dosage forms. We have 
shown on the example of lactobacillus acidophilus that electrospinning is eligible to 
produce biodrug delivery systems of long shelf-life. At the same time, the produced PVA 
and PVP fibres were not grindable [ix]. The HPβCD matrix elaborated in this section 
will enable the compression of ground fibres into tablets. This would be a way alternative 
to the manufacturing of tablets with biodrug-loaded coatings [vii]. 
 

Related publication: [ii, v, vii, ix]  
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4.6 Development of a grindable nanofibrous dosage form of 
flubendazole 

Rationale and aims 
The aim of this work was to enhance the bioavailability of flubendazole when 

administered per os with a dose of approx. 40 mg. Flubendazole was developed as a 
human anthelmintic in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The compound is useful in both 
clinical and veterinary medicine in the treatment of pinworms, whipworms, 
roundworms and hookworms. 

Recently, flubendazole has been shown to be active against the causative pathogens 
in human filarial infection [274] such as those associated with onchocerciasis (26 million 
people infected), elephantiasis (more than 128 million people infected) and loiasis. In 
patients co-infected with filariasis and loiasis, the standard treatment of ivermectin, 
alone or in combination with albendazole, can result in brain dysfunction, coma, and 
potentially death. Bioavailable dosage forms of flubendazole may be effective in the safe 
combating of these diseases, which are endemic in various low-income regions in Africa 
and Asia. Current drugs primarily kill young worms whereas a macrofilaricide would 
kill adult worms, and hence would shorten the treatment cycle. 

The systemic application of flubendazole is prohibited by its poor equilibrium 
solubility in water and hence low oral bioavailability, meaning that biological action is 
localised to the gastrointestinal lumen. In preliminary dissolution tests only 0.5 mg out 
of 10 mg of crystals could be dissolved in 2 h in 900 ml of pH 6.8 buffer. In acidic medium 
dissolution rate and solubility were somewhat higher owing to ionisation, but only 3 mg 
out of 40 mg could be dissolved in 2 h. (Apparatus: paddle; Stirring speed: 100 rpm). 

No solid flubendazole formulations of increased bioavailability have been developed 
yet. Only when the common solution of the API and a solubilising agent (HPβCD) was 
given orally to rats through an intragastric tube could the bioavailability of flubendazole 
be remarkably increased [275]. Therefore, the feasibility of electrospinning was 
investigated to develop a fast-dissolving formulation with which ocular, dermal and 
lymphatic sites of infection can be targeted. 
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4.6.1 Selection of solvents 

Electrospinning experiments with flubendazole had to be preceded by solvent and 
excipient screening. The solvents had to be volatile enough and at the same time able to 
dissolve the API and the matrix materials. Although the drug compound dissolves in 
dipolar aprotic solvents fairly well (15 mg in 1 ml DMSO and 5.6 mg in 1 ml DMF [222]), 
their low vapour pressure could have prevented complete evaporation and caused higher 
residual solvent content than the allowed amount. EtOH and dichloromethane in turn 
are typical electrospinning solvents with high vapour pressure. They can dissolve most 
of the commonly used matrix polymers, but they or their 1:1 mixture could practically 
not dissolve flubendazole. 

The presence of formic acid, a Class 3 solvent with an intake limit of <50 mg/day 
[276,277] was found to be necessary to keep the API dissolved. The pure acid can dissolve 
flubendazole excellently (340.5 mg/ml) [222]. In order to obtain a clear solution from 
the heterogeneous mixture of 4 ml of volatile solvent (EtOH or CH2Cl2) and 23 mg of 
flubendazole, addition of 2 ml of formic acid was needed in the case of EtOH, but only 
0.1 ml in the case of CH2Cl2. A further 0.1 ml could ensure the dissolution of 46 mg of 
API in this amount of CH2Cl2 (Fig. 4.6-1). Consequently, the CH2Cl2/HCOOH system 
was selected for electrospinnability optimisation. 
 

 
Fig. 4.6-1. Minimum HCOOH to be added to 4 ml solvent–FLU suspension in order to obtain a 
clear solution in the case of different FLU amounts per 4 ml solvent 
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4.6.2 Selection of excipients 

In preliminary experiments, electrospinning of flubendazole with pure HPMC, 
HPβCD, PVPVA 64 and Eudragit L 100-55 was attempted, but fibres could not be 
formed in spite of optimisation, or in other cases no common solutions of the excipient 
and the API could be prepared. 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K90, in turn, is a solubilising polymer the 
electrospinnability of which is well-known [278]. In the course of optimisation it was 
observed that salt formation between PVP and HCOOH caused precipitation in CH2Cl2, 
but this could be successfully prevented by the addition of EtOH. Thus, our aim was to 
prepare flubendazole nanowebs on PVP K90 basis alone and together with HPMC or 
HPβCD. 

Using the previously optimised polymer concentration and minimising HCOOH and 
EtOH concentration, PVP K90 microfibres of uniform shape (Fig. 4.6-2:A) were 
produced that contained 10 and 20% flubendazole (FLU_PVP_1–2 in Table 4.6-1). 

 
Table 4.6-1. Electrospinning of PVP K90 and PVP K90/HPβCD fibres with flubendazole 

Sample 
 

PVP K90 
(mg) 

HPβCD 
(mg) 

HPMC 
(mg) 

FLU (mg) CH2Cl2 
(ml) 

EtOH 
(ml) 

HCOOH 
(ml) 

FLU_PVP_1 150 - - 16.7 (10%) 4.00 0.13 0.10 
FLU_PVP_2 150 - - 37.5 (20%) 4.00 0.25 0.30 
FLU_HPMC 1 100 - 100 50.0 (20%) 4.00 0.20 0.25 
FLU_HPMC 2 80 - 120 22.2 (10%) 4.00 0.15 0.18 
FLU_CD 1 150 50 - 75.0 (27%) 4.00 0.35 0.45 

 
Sample ES throughput (ml/h) ES voltage (kV) 
FLU_PVP_1 10 30 
FLU_PVP_2 5 30 
FLU_HPMC_1 10 30 
FLU_HPMC_2 15 30 
FLU_CD_1 8–10 30 

Apparatus: single-needle electrospinner; Temperature: 25 °C 
 
HPMC was one of the solubilising excipients to be added to the PVP-based system. 

Samples containing 10 and 20% flubendazole were prepared (Table 4.6-1). 
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HPβCD was incorporated with a HPβCD/flubendazole mass ratio of 2 to 3 into the 
PVP/flubendazole fibres (FLU_CD_1). The SEM image of that sample of extremely high 
drug load shows fibres of uniform shape and by far submicronic diameters (Fig. 4.6-2:B). 

 

  
A B 

Fig. 4.6-2. Fibres observed after electrospinning of (A) FLU_PVP_2 and (B) FLU_CD_1 
 

The DSC curves in Fig. 4.6-3 show that flubendazole became entirely amorphous 
during electrospinning in the case of FLU_CD_1 and FLU_HPMC_2 because no melting 
peak can be observed at the temperature where the crystalline drug melted. 

 

 
Fig. 4.6-3. DSC thermograms of (a) crystalline flubendazole, (b) FLU_PVP_1, (c) FLU_HPMC_1, 
(d) FLU_HPMC_2 and (e) FLU_CD_1 after a storage of 2.5 months 
Method: B, atmosphere: N2, heating rate: 10 °C/min 
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Similar results could be obtained by PXRD. The formulations were amorphous, 
although slight traces of crystalline flubendazole could be detected in the case of 
FLU_CD_1 after storage of 3 months (Fig. 4.6-4). 

 

 
Fig. 4.6-4. PXRD scattering curves of (a) crystalline flubendazole, (b) FLU_PVP_1, (c) FLU_ 
CD_1, (d) FLU_HPMC_1 and (e) FLU_HPMC_2 after a 3-month storage 

 

 
Dissolution from the prepared mats was tested in vitro (Fig. 4.6-5). Release rate was 

found to be remarkably high in all cases compared to that of crystalline flubendazole. 
Drug release of about 60% could be reached with FLU_PVP_1 and FLU_CD_1 in 
120 min, while more than 80% of flubendazole was dissolved in the case of 
FLU_HPMC_1 and FLU_HPMC_2. It is necessary to highlight that the dissolved 
amounts were high above the equilibrium solubility of flubendazole and no precipitation 
was observed during the measurement. 
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Fig. 4.6-5. Dissolution curves of PVP-, PVP/HPMC- and PVP/HPβCD-based flubendazole-
containing fibrous mats 
Sample preparation: none; Method: B; Medium: 0.1 M HCl (900 ml); Apparatus: basket; Stirring 
speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 282 nm 

 
 

4.6.3 Optimisation of PVP/HPβCD/flubendazole fibres and scaling up 

The PVP/HPMC-based flubendazole formulations performed clearly the best in the 
dissolution examinations (Fig. 4.6-5) although PVP- and PVP/HPβCD-based fibres 
ensured fast release of a high amount of the API too. At the same time, drug release was 
not the only aspect that had to be taken into account. HPMC did not dissolve in the 
solution before electrospinning, and processing of a suspension makes the technology 
less robust and more difficult to scale up. Besides, PVP/HPMC-based fibres were found 
to be non-grindable. Using spironolactone a grindable system could be obtained with 
HPβCD (Section 4.5), and post-processing of flubendazole products would preferably 
include such a step. Therefore, development of the PVP/HPβCD fibres was continued. 

The HPβCD/PVP ratio in electrospun matrices is an important factor regarding 
dissolution rate, as shown with spironolactone in Section 4.5.4. As the 1:3 ratio in 
FLU_CD_1 could not be increased using the same solvents due to processability issues, 
HCOOH was used as the main solvent further on. This way the HPβCD/PVP ratio could 
be raised up to 4:1, which was already enough to obtain grindable fibrous mats 
(FLU_CD_2, Table 4.6-2). Scaling up of this system was successful. As a first step, 
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throughput was increased from 0.8 ml/h to 4.0 ml/h by using pressurised air as nebuliser 
gas (electroblowing). In the second step a throughput of 200 ml/h was achieved with a 
drug load of 10% as well as 20% by using the high-speed electrospinner developed at the 
Department. While scaling up, replacing a small fraction of HCOOH with EtOH was 
found to be advantageous with regard to processability (FLU_CD_5-7). 

 
Table 4.6-2. Scaled-up electrospinning of PVP K90/HPβCD fibres with flubendazole 
Formulation API 

(%) 
PVP K90 
(%) 

HPβCD 
(%) 

EtOH 
(ml/g) 

HCOOH 
(ml/g) 

Throughput 
(ml/h) 

Voltage 
(kV) 

FLU_CD_2 20 16 64 - 3.20  0.8 (SNES) 40 
FLU_CD_3 20 16 64 - 3.20  4.0 (EB) 50 
FLU_CD_4 10 18 72 - 3.15  5.0 (EB) 50 
FLU_CD_5 20 16 64 0.16 3.2  6.0 (EB) 50 
FLU_CD_6 20 16 64 0.16 3.2 200 (HSES) 50 
FLU_CD_7 10 18 72 0.18 3.6 200 (HSES) 50 

SNES: single-needle electrospinning, EB: electroblowing, HSES: high-speed electrospinning 
Temperature: 25 °C 

 
Scale-up did not affect fibre morphology notably, as shown in Fig. 4.6-6. Both 

electroblowing and high-speed electrospinning delivered fibres of diameters less than 
500 nm. While this size is still small enough to generate a high specific surface area for 
dissolution enhancement, fibres were not extremely thin, which can be beneficial with 
respect to grindability. 
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A B 

Fig. 4.6-6. Scanning electron micrographs of (A) FLU_CD_5 and (B) FLU_CD_6 
 
Polymorphism is another attribute, besides surface area, that can affect dissolution 

reasonably. PXRD curves in Fig. 4.6-7 prove that only amorphous flubendazole was 
present in the fibres in a significant amount and recrystallisation did not occur in 3 and 
5 months. 

As could be expected from the characterisation results, the dissolution from the two 
candidate formulations, FLU_CD_6 and FLU_CD_7, was rapid in acidic medium in 
vitro. Fig. 4.6-8 shows that total release of 40 mg of flubendazole could be achieved in 
15 min, which is by far shorter than the average residence time of medicine in the 
stomach. This is a notable rate increase in comparison with crystalline flubendazole. 
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A B 

Fig. 4.6-7. PXRD scattering curves of (A) PVP_CD_6 and (B) PVP_CD_7 after a storage of (a) 1 
month, (b) 3 months and (c) 5 months 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 4.6-8. Dissolution of flubendazole from ground fibrous formulations containing 10 and 20% 
API 
Sample preparation: grinding of fibres in a mortar; Dose: 40 mg; Method: B; Medium: 0.1 M HCl 
(900 ml); Apparatus: tapped basket [vi]; Stirring speed: 100 rpm; Detection: 282 nm 
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4.6.4 In vivo bioavailability tests 

Milled FLU_CD_7 was assessed in a rat model for its biopharmaceutical properties 
(Fig. 4.6-9). It turned out to show a significantly different blood level profile than the 
crystalline API. No drug was detected for 24 h in blood after dosing the crystalline form, 
while the FLU_CD_7 powder generated an AUC of 9090 ng h/mL (CV 62%), a Cmax of 
1640 ng/mL (CV 50%) and a tmax of 1.2 h (CV 65%). 

 

 
Fig. 4.6-9. Plasma levels of flubendazole after a 20 mg/kg dose was administered as a nanospun 
dispersion (FLU_CD_7) and as crystalline drug substance by gavage in 0.5% HPMC with the 
vehicle containing drug in 2 mg/mL 
 
 
4.6.5 Conclusions regarding the flubendazole-containing nanofibres 

It was shown that bioavailable formulations of flubendazole can be produced by 
nano-electrospinning, this way broadening the spectrum of drug action to the systemic 
treatment of human filarial infections. 

Fast-release fibrous solid dispersions of the API were developed on PVP, PVP/HPMC 
and PVP/HPβCD bases, which were found to be amorphous over a longer period of time 
(5 months). Moreover, by optimising the composition of the PVP/HPβCD-based 
system, fibrous mats could be obtained that could be ground under ambient conditions. 

The feasibility of the electrospinning approach for formulation was proven by the 
significantly increased exposure and oral bioavailability in rats in the case of the 
nanospun dispersion in comparison with the crystalline drug. 
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In the next development step post-processing of webs into an orally administrable 
dosage form, such as tablet or capsule, will be carried out. We underlined in a review 
article that compression of electrospun solid solutions into immediate-release tablets has 
not yet been reported because of some inherent issues: grindability is composition 
dependent and there have been no elaborated methods to produce fibres in large 
quantities [iv]. It is promising, therefore, that the developed flubendazole fibres are 
grindable, and that the process scale up has also been realised [vi]. 

 
Related publications: [xxi, xxii, iv, vi]  
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5 Summary 
 
In this work several current challenges of melt-based pharmaceutical formulation 

processes (conventional and supercritical-fluid melt extrusions) and a solvent-based 
technology (electrospinning) were addressed. 

Continuous processing can be time- and cost-economical if multiple properties are 
ensured at the same time. For safe administration, extruded matrix formulations of 
trimetazidine 2HCl were developed (for the first time) that prolonged dissolution for > 
10 h and were also mucoadhesive. (Trimetazidine 2HCl is a drug compound of high 
water solubility and short half-life, thus having unbalanced blood levels when it is given 
as an immediate-release formulation.) By varying matrix composition (the percentages 
of partially cross-linked polyacrylic acid, polyethylene oxide and polyethylene glycol) 
according to a simplex-lattice experimental design it was shown (based on the 
statistically described relationships) that a compromise is necessary when the optimum 
composition is to be determined, because of the dissimilar composition-dependence of 
dissolution and mucoadhesion. It was also shown that the adhesion work of the melt-
processed formulations can be significantly higher in the case of several polymer ratios 
than what can be expected from the mucoadhesion of the polymer components. 

Another widely-exploited application of melt extrusion is the amorphisation of 
poorly water-soluble drug compounds. When spironolactone was fully amorphised in 
Eudragit E, a 3-minute release was ensured, while not more than 60% of the crystalline 
drug dissolved in an hour. At the same time, the API was found to degrade partially in 
those experiments. Besides, amorphisation did not take place immediately and hence 
was time-dependent. These findings made the binary system a perfect subject on which 
it could be carefully investigated and statistically described by means of a factorial 
experimental design how the process parameters (temperature, residence time) and drug 
load influence the degradation and amorphisation processes. This examination was 
largely simplified by transmission Raman spectrometry, which was proven to be an 
appropriate tool for the non-invasive rapid (< 1 min) estimation of residual drug 
crystallinity, drug degradation and glass-transition temperature in the case of the 
extruded solid formulations. A further advantage that we found is that the values 
obtained by transmission Raman correlated well with Raman mapping data. 
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The investigation of the mini-scale extrusion of the spironolactone/Eudragit E system 
confirmed that the rate of drug degradation is in connection with temperature (and 
residence time). This is a process parameter the minimum value of which is determined 
by material properties. However, in the scaled-up process the minimum temperature of 
extrusion was successfully lowered at a high throughput when supercritical carbon 
dioxide was used as a reversible plasticiser. This way the impurity content of the 
formulations could be decreased. Despite the high achievable porosity (92% could be 
reached by optimisation with the spironolactone/Eudragit E system), which also means 
a high specific surface area, utilisation of this technique for the experimental production 
of immediate-release solid dosage forms has been slight up to now. Our experiments 
showed that an increase in porosity leads to a significant advantage in dissolution. 
Because of this effect, the relationship between process parameters and foam structure 
was expedient to be studied – processing temperature and melt throughput were found 
to have significant influence. It was discovered that the chemical quality of the drug 
substance can largely influence cell density. When dispersing prednisolone in the 
amorphous polymer matrix instead of spironolactone under the same conditions, two 
orders of magnitude higher cell density was observed. 

Electrospinning enabled the formulation of spironolactone without heat stress. It was 
shown for the first time that a dissolution-enhancing drug-containing microfibrous 
amorphous solid dosage form can be produced solely on HPβCD basis, without the use 
of any polymeric excipient. The resulting system was proven to potentiate one-minute 
drug release of the API (>90%). The rapid drug dissolution makes the process feasible to 
produce orally disintegrating fibrous dosage forms too, besides peroral solid dispersions. 
High (20% and 40%) drug loads could be achieved with PVP and HPβCD as matrix 
components. Despite the high (lipophilic) drug load, dissolution was very fast from the 
PVP fibres and resulted in the crystallisation of spironolactone in the dissolution 
medium. It was proven that the presence of the well wettable complexing agent in the 
formulation is necessary to avoid this precipitation. 

Absorption of the anthelminthic flubendazole, which is a promising agent against 
onchocerciasis, elephantiasis and loiasis, was enabled by electrospinning fibrous and 
completely amorphous solid formulations based on PVP and HPβCD. The 
bioavailability enhancement is in correlation with the considerably improved in vitro 
dissolution regarding apparent equilibrium solubility and dissolution rate. The release 
of a dose of 40 mg could be achieved within 15 minutes. Notable implication of the 
therapeutic feasibility of the amorphous system is the increased blood concentration in 
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rats in contrast to the practically non-absorbable crystalline flubendazole. Serious 
limitations of electrospinning regarding industrial applicability are the low productivity 
of the conventionally used single-needle process and that electrospun products are 
usually difficult or impossible to mill. Therefore, a technological advantage was achieved 
due to the easy-to-grind nature of the produced fibres, because it aids downstream 
processing, such as milling and tableting. Furthermore, 250-fold increase could be 
achieved (up to approx. 60 g/h) in productivity when the manufacturing process was 
scaled up from the single-needle setup. 
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Alulírott Vigh Tamás kijelentem, hogy ezt a doktori értekezést magam készítettem, és 

abban csak a megadott forrásokat használtam fel. Minden olyan részt, amelyet szó 

szerint, vagy azonos tartalomban, de átfogalmazva más forrásból átvettem, 

egyértelműen, a forrás megadásával megjelöltem. 
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